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The image of Sri Sankara Bhagavatpada 

(in the Sri Kamakshi Shrine at Kanchi) 



PUBLIS HER’S NOTE 

To commemorate the Sathabhishekam of His Holiness Sri 
Chandrasekharendra Saraswati Swamigal which took place on 
the 25th of February 1975. the Bhavani Charitable Trust, Madras-6, 
generously came forward with an Endowment for delivering 
lectures associating them with the name of His Holiness. The 
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, Madras Kendra, has gratefully accepted 
the Endowment. 

The general scheme and purpose of the Endowment and some 
of the details of the spiritual ministry of the holy personage with 
whom it is associated will be found from the following pages i to vii. 

The first lecture under this Endowment was delivered in English 
on the 12th and 13th of December 1975 by Dr. D.V. Gundappa on 

Advaita Faith and Practice. 

This, the second Endowment lecture in Samskrit, is published 
ulong with a free translation in English by Dr. M. Narasimhachary. 



OM 

SRI GURUBHYO NAMAH 

Sri Adi Sankara, reverentially adored as Sri Bhagavatpada, 
■was a luminary of everlasting radiance in the spiritual firmament 
of India whose light has travelled through the centuries to the 

far corners of the globe. 

After expounding the Truth of Advaita and securing its 
strength and solidarity on the firm foundation of his bhashyas on the 
Prasthanatraya, to ensure that the tradition of his teachings was 
preserved aud transmitted to future generations by precept and 
by example. Sri Sankara established, wherever his mission took 
him in Bharata Varsha, he sishyas that he had gathered under 
him through the years who could speak with the authentic voice 
of their discipleship to him and be exemplars of the way of life 
that he had promulgated. Such seats of religion were the Mutts 
or monasteries that he founded which, in course of time, grew to 
be bastions of the Vedic faith and practices and of the highest 
reaches of the Advaita philosophy. Of these, five have survived 
to this day, four in the cardinal corners of the country, and the 
fifth where, according to one tradition, he stayed in the closing 
years of his all too brief sojourn on earth and ultimately shuffled 
his vesture of clay. Through the years, they have been fulfilling 
their ordained purpose of transmitting the Sankarite tradition 
undiminished by the passage of time. They functioned from 
Badari in the North, from Dwaraka in the West, from Puri in 
the East and from Sringeri in the South, and from the fifth one 
at Kanchi. Since the time of the great Original,1 a succession 
of scholarly and holy personalities have presided over these 
monasteries which have acquired repute as Advaitic peethas. 

‘Thoughhistorians place Sri Sankara in the 8th Century A.D., the traditional 
date, according to the Monasteries, takes him to the B. Cs. 
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Of these, the Kamakoti Peetha at Kanchi counts sixtynine 
personages in pontifical succession to the great Sankara, all of 
them ripe scholars of Advaita, who transformed their knowledge 
into experiential anubhava, intense in their devotion to God 
whom they worshipped in the Yoga Linga of Sri Chandramouliswara, 
deeply committed to the spiritual education of their disciples 
and ever concerning themselves with their well-being. Among 
this galaxy of the renowned occupants of the Peetha, SRI 
CHANDRASEKHARENDRA SARASWATI SRICHARANAH, 
the sixty-eighth in the line, is a person of superlative saintliness the 
like of whom one comes across only rarely. Called to his august 
Office in 1907 when he was barely thirteen years of age and 
initiated into the sannyasic order in a most unexpected way, 
the transformation overnight of Swaminatha, the High School lad, 
into Sankaracharya, the World Teacher, was as complete as it 
was instantaneous. 

m 
The details of the spiritual ministry of His Holiness, who is 

generally referred to and reverentially adored as Periyaval, during 
these nearly seven decades have been as diverse as they have been 
extensively prolific. Deeply rooted in the belief Vedo'khilo dharma 
-moolam, that the Vedas are the source and sanction of all of a man’s 
dharmas. His Holiness has been anxious to establish the Vedas 
permanently in the utterance and understanding of those qualified 
to chant them and use them in the practices of their religion. 
Nothing has caused concern to His Holiness so much as the decline 
in the number of Vedic scholars and of those competent to officiate 
at sacramental ceremonies. To this end, he has organized All-India 
Institutions called the Veda Dharma Sastra Paripalana Sabha 
and the Veda Rakshana Nidhi Trust, reviving the declining practice of 
Veda Adhyayana particularly of those sakhas of the Vedas whose 
adherents have dwindled in number in the passage of time. 
Similarly realising that any Vedic ritual performed with knowledge 
of the meaning of the mantras employed in it has its efficacy 
considerably enhanced, His Holiness encourages the study of Veda 
Hhashyas by public recognition of those adept in them and making 
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cash awards both to their teachers and students from time to time. 
The procedural details in the performance of the samskaras of 
every Hindu outlined in the Dharma and Grihya Sutras form subjects 
of study, the successful completion of which confers on the vidyarthi 
the title of Dharmajna or Grihyajna as the case may be, and also a 
cash prize. The Sashtyabdapurti Trust and the Kalavai Brindavan 
Veda Vidya Trust are dedicated to the furtherance of these!schemes. 

IV 

The Advaita Sabha founded by his Paramaguru in 1895 has 
been functioning for the past eighty years to promote the study 
of Advaita Vedanta and a pass in the examination held at the 
annual sessions of the Vidwat Sadas of the Sabha in different 
parts of the country under his patronage is a coveted distinction.- 
His Holiness honours eminent scholars of Vedanta by the award 
of the prestigious title of SASTRARATNAKARA. As knowledge 
of Sanskrit is the foundation of all these acquisitions. His 
Holiness arranges that pupils are drawn to the study of that 
language in Schools and Colleges through the institution of Amara 
Bharati which offers encouragement in the shape of scholarships 
and recognition of proficiency in the subject. 

V 

In the realm of religion, His Holiness has been stressing the 
performance of daily rituals like the Sandhya Vandana and allied 
observances and is keen that boys should have their Upanayana 
performed at the prescribed age before lustful thoughts impeding 
the growth of Brahmatejas find lodgement in their hearts. Empha¬ 
sising the value of community worship in temples in addition to 
the domestic shrine, he has popularised the renovation of old 
temples and the construction and consecration of many new ones. 
For the proper ordering of such places of worship and to encourage 
the knowledge and practice of the agamas and the art of temple 
architecture, he has been giving a fillip to the traditional sthapatis 
and the practitioners of the agamas which regulate temple worship 
by holding periodic conferences which function as a clearing 
house of ideas and promote people’s interest in and understanding 
of these cardinal features of temple worship. 



VI 

His Holiness has been endeavouring to promote intra-religious 
appreciation and amity between the Saivaite and the Vaishnavaite 
sections of the Hindus by insisting on Siva-Vishnu-Abheda making 
boys and girls sing the Vaishnavaite Tiruppavai and the Saivaite 
Tiruvembavai hymns and arranging Conferences for promoting 
equal devotion to these manifestations of the same God. 

The system of weekly congregational prayers * circumambulating 
the village temples known as Vaaravazhipaadu and the Ekadasi 
discourses in them, which His Holiness recommends, are intended 
to turn the mind Godward and to foster religious consciousness and 
habit among men. 

VII 

His Holiness has not been unmindful of the secular welfare 
of people both individually and collectively. Anxious to raise 
the standard of life (as distinct from our standard of living), he 
advises every one to cultivate simple habits, to avoid extravagance 
in marriage, to help indigent parents to perform in time the marriage 
of their daughters through the Kanyakadana Trust that he has 
commanded to be formed and to avoid the impoverishing 
practice of demanding dowries. His Pidiarisi Thittam is a master¬ 
stroke of genius by which every household donates^ just a handful 
of rice and a paisa every day to a common pool to help to cook 
the rice and distribute it after offering to God in a nearby temple 
to the needy poor who buy it for just a trifle of their earnings. 
His Mudradhikari scheme is intended to promote joint ventures by the 
people of a village in digging or deepening their tanks and the care 
of the village and its temple as a centre of religious and social life. 

A group of his disciples is visiting hospitals periodically to 
distribute holy prasadam to the patients to hearten them in their 
sufferings and, where necessary, to enable the departing souls to 
take wing with antima smarana (lingering last thoughts) of their 
Islita devata. Another group visits prisoners in jails giving them 
counsel and comfort and reclaiming them as law-abiding citizens 
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of society. Yet another service that is being rendered by his 
instruction is the jivatma kainkaryam whereby the ultimate cere¬ 
monies are done to the forlorn dead to each according to the rites of 
his religion. 

vm 

His Holiness has also been endeavouring in his own way to 
bring about joint action by mathadhipatis of all denominations of 
Hindus to foster astikya and religious fervour among all classes of 
people without encroaching or debating on their theological 
doctrines and beliefs. He desires each one of us to observe the 
anushthanas appropriate to his nature, stage of life and status, and 
with a mind disciplined by the process, to be filled with devotion 
to God in the manner that each one of us has been accustomed to worship 
Him by his kulachara. 

IX 

His Holiness’ devotion to Sri Sankara is a rare example of 
Gurubhakti. He popularised the celebration of Sri Sankara Jayanthi 
in a scale unknown before his time and caused statues of Sri 
Sankara with his four disciples to be erected on elevated pedestals 
in important pilgrim places of India where people can have His 
saving darshan immediately after bathing in the sacred seas or rivers 
and worshipping in all the holy spots of the land. 

X 
“In a country without a king, is not to be found the silent 

eremite who makes his home where the sun sets and walks alone, 
his senses stilled, seeing the self in the Self” So say the counsellors 
of Dasaratha when the King is dead praying to Vasishta to see 
that there is no interregnum.1 And the Lord tells Arjuna in the 
Bhagavad-Gita, “when it is night for all the world, the contempla¬ 
tive muni, who sees Brahman, is wide and awake.2 

mi hi || 
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These two statements between them may be said to present 
the Advatic state and its supreme relevance to the life and concerns 
of men. The jnani brings light and comfort by his mere presence. 
He is in the world but not of the world. He represents the ideal of 
impersonal benevolence and is a standing reminder to men that 
“the Kingdom of Heaven is within you’’. 

In His Holiness Sri Chandrasekharendra Saraswati Sricharanah 
we have a supreme example of Advaita in precept and practice. 
Millions have basked in his presence and found in it balm for a 
wounded heart. The fortunate few have been helped to lift their 
eyes up above the horizon and glimpse the Truth of thuth, thanks 
to the seasonable word they have been privileged to hear. For 
them it has been a transporting experience and a permanent pos¬ 
session of immeasurable value. After relinquishing his pontificate 
to his successor Sri Jayendra Saraswathy Sripadah, whom he nomi¬ 
nated to the Peetha in March 1954 and who is fulfilling its 
office with conspicuous success, His Holiness has, of late, been living, 
when he chooses to eat, only on uncooked food, betaken himself 
to tapasya and frequent spells of silence augmenting his spiritual 
eminence and benedictory greatness. 

XI 

It is therefore in the fitness of things that a sincere and self- 
effacing sishya of the Acharya should have come forward to endow 
an annual Lectureship under auspices of the Madras Kendra 
of the Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan through the agency of the Bhavani 
Ciharitable Trust associating it with the name of His Holiness to 
commemorate his Satabhishekam [his having witnessed the waxing 
(third day) moon a thousand times] to highlight the services of 

I lie Sage as the great exemplar of the life lived in the spirit of 
Advaita. The lectures (two or three in number to be delivered in 
one or more languages and at different centres) will lay special 
emphasis on the value of Advaita as a discipline for the making of 
die whole man, the ideal represented by the words of Srimad 
lihngavata ‘sarvabhuta suhrt sadhuh maitrah karuna eva cha‘, the man 
who befriends all life, who, having found the peace that passeth 
understanding, is full of the milk of human kindness and tender 
compassion. 
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XU 

It is intended that the lectures every year, which will be 
delivered by acknowledged authorities, should deal with one or 
more special aspects of the large subject as it bears on ethics and 
religion as well as metaphysics. 

The Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan (Madras Kendra) has appointed 
a Committee to be in charge of the Endowment to select and 
invite Lecturers, approve the subject, language and the centre 
(in India and abroad) and generally to carry out the purposes of 
the Endowment. 

T. V. VlSWANATHA AlYAR 

Chairman, Endowment Committee 



HIS HOLINESS SRI KANCHI KAMAKOTI PEETADHIPATHY JAGADGURU 
SRI SANKARACHARYA CHANDRASEKHARENDRA SARASWATHI SWAMINAH 
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TO 

>pft: 1,1 ^qwntnq^: i 

fftrcsftgfl'trarore^ i 

^nPr wpfi? w wt^wyn 

#wr sisnftwft siafanws^?.^ ^rerafwt 
=rot ’t^wrt wt g*wr: ii 

«mqi qfen 1 

3itatt»rft Jswrcf fa*^H 11 

cfTl^crkr 5TFT:WTta- 

^R^TFTT , S^cTIcfTB^^i^tH^Mclc^iuii+i, 3T*|" 

J/rffaR^JHi, qqil^lH'hlfS'flSP^I^RFTr ^rfiflKMl ^^TFl^vRNFT 

sP-THfcT *)gl»i| ^MMI-H^cfTcri.iT cTT^T I'McJ^K^' | 

“ * ^ricffa m: 1 

^ ^f^RHtSiq crr^TTFTT 51^ || ”' 

ilA urswMfq wrrfr | 



(?) srqTfatei qfqdijjwjiiq wiq%n- 

^RFT qsq JT^q^q Sffq^m q^sfqiq; 

qr ftqfeq^qf qr^qf^mqqTfqfq^q: fif^ q^wq^nm | 

f#j fqq% q«5i^^qwqfaftffiqq ftqqq RTR^s^qq^ I 

qrsij^qiqfafrcq arqfqq^ qtffeqq ^qjqqfqqqf w ftqfaq 

fqq)qqa|t qfr'SdM^MlcH'TRl ’TFTf *P? I 

(^) qq 5rrf&r?T: i rRTcJTfrfN^ l qprtfq 

^ ^r qqfq | q ft srq§*q qfcfq i q^fq <[:<qfqff%: 

q^%n, qqrfq ^q%qqqr qFrfq^qftr | ^:*qft?j §<q fqqq<p- 

qfcqfqq qsq I §:*qiw^wrq: ^qpqfqqi ffq q^tsfq q f^jqrqiq 

jtqfq I fqqfqftcq %fq ftfqqq, | ^+^*-<«i|fdv^^T 5g?q 

qff%cqn^qqfrT^ i wnfcii w$ qqfaq^iwqfq fqq^qq i 

qqrq ft w^, “q q gqcqr fqsrrs #t goq 

qqfesfai fqsrftr ”2 fft | “ mw qtawn- arqq ”* fft tffqsrfq- 

qrftq dwfr^cTcqqfq q fqq?q. i “ wf^mz ft 

qpsq^f » jc^q^fopT cT^T R^5qqqqqqpq[q?j^rqiq^ | fqqf ^q qfel 

| 3Tf|cffq q|q qfaj: | TOT^q q^qqq: I “ftcq fqffiq- 

ttf^: rst ” fqnftwr: qqr fqq?cl wrrfq I fqqqq ftr^qFT 

g# q^RiM steuqqr: qqq^q | qffqqsqq^taftwqM 

tqfa% qsft Riff: qfcfq ^ q <3qq ffq q fq^ftqq I 

(#) 5f%£s ^rfq%5 fTqfqq:, %qT;, qfqTf^-qqrfqq;- 

qfriqK-qr^ffo-^fw. qfqqT: qwipqqiftq: l qtrfqqq:, qqr- 

fro: ql^Tf:, qffqq:, g#4taiqqr:, aftqfTOsr ^Rmwftq: I 



qqfq Mfw: TO*q q sq^ ; argqHs^q 

5K<tM WWf\ ; dqifq aFTP^rfff5^1^ I qqiWTT: 

f^qo^TTT arTq tfcfcrf w4 fd^qqdT: HTOWlftdfa- 

WTOf sq^qRT I STFTCT) 3{%cfT^^Tf fdd^ci^ 

%: TOTO^d dlTOd; qq^TTOId *Fdd I ^IH^Muidl 

^TfWTtsfq ^TOTfHqfqqcqq TO I 3fft^^<d| qgdT 

t^toFto fqwr fem i 

(’A) ^R^iqf^: ^q^TOcqKJdT TO srf^^ I 

d* “ s ^r fi qfe ”4 ?fd «<ft, “ *t: ” q^, “ q^f: 

d^TOiw . . . h qqi5sqr# dT^ q^fod^qq^ 

ftfas ^qwi«R5 3RrqrqTto5 qte”5 ?fd sqfjqq; toot: I 

NffdOTKT: ^Wdldfe ddT TO^qffamq d^d: — 

“ q3?4 ^qTOiuii qf^idf^rw | 

^-T^ididdra^: flqrosgsrc: n 

fq^W: ^fcrrTOf ^dlfvi^qsq^qr | 

fdi^sfqdfdcqi^d qdd; TO%q n 

*dd ^ dd: qft%: *d$rTO | 

ddl^dlfs; TO ^faldldd dTO: || ”° fcdf^: I 

W dqfftd ddd; ^defldpri qftqq^ 3Ts*fSTO7— 

“ d^[: ^ 3Wfd Wddt TO dqi | 



apqpqfq ^ STmfaT cT«TT cFffa TOT: I 

INpwsj form arm • 

arormra f^rRg^jfa^i ^ | 

3tRto$ qwrfcr wm \\ 

*nTOTOli ^TTFcT sqqfR TOW I 

¥* II ” ffcT | 

(vs) 3mRTq:— 

an^TOWMf^TfrTTl^Sro 3TSTO Rr<XcTHTO tf^RT- 

^ ?^HHi ^ TOf rTFTW | 

FP^TT^ffi^TOI^FWPT, ^ 5TicT- 

*rr% Rtffr: | ^awnt ^Vfrr tortosRt sgs 

f^FTTfTOK: 5TTO: \ cF-TT SSTOFTft ^RJRJJTFTT TO^tR% 

faW WTRSiq TFFTO5KT a^TTOI^f^fa: I wfvtl 

sKwrr aifri: toilet I * ^ wmr$\ \ am: sifrKim- 

TO; | FFT^faTO HTOTO^T crtcTt^T 3>TC 

5TT^ acTTTO5RI^ TO; | 3TcT: ft A 

fjTTfWW^ 5TOfa% mfa TOSH 5TTTOTI STRICT %fa | 

(<£) rFT TOm ^F[f:—iRTTOTf^ ^TON ^cTlft I fw- 

fr-^t ^rfrfifa ^FFTO[fTO«I: gj=T*T: fH^cq^ | cT^ ITF^fq 

JUTicT | “ ftfFFH ql^Tt W«T: tfgTO cTTTOTgfwJft ”* fft 

3 frFiq | %TOrere: =FFT ^c*TT | 

3^TrJ: I §:^ftSTcFTT M g^TT«ftfcT ^TfT ?T 



'TFTf | 3RTWrf^c^I^ cT^T | f^fl^' 

Wqft q%FT ^PWIWtI | m %'M ^Of^T | 

^iqSR-T&fqiq q: ^rRr qif^T: | sqfsqif^pq <£:*q qqqq | 

IWWfr^^r ^ WU I I ‘ SJSfc5^, &$\sm., 

«r^5^’ ^qrfqq^m^ an ^qio5i^r«i:, arr q qfdsq*T: 

UqFT ^eEmqcq | qq f^nf|3^T8j q[?[t:ftTq ffcT IfpH^ qq?qfqqv- 

*rtq q^RRT | 

(%) qq fq^qwrfq qiqfcrqfoqqisTq:—jft&TTcq§ gwri- 

llTl ST 3ncqcqrfafqq?T: qgm. | IFT: WFft 

•ik Hrqi rmfa l tqqtfwrr mHi^*ldifqq 

i*dq i RfcRfliq^ qRt q <[:^fq l 5qfqq%qsq qrcfqT: 

q< H gqflqsfq 5i i*qfa | qqc*rt q$q|qt: ? qq^icqcqrfafqqsr:, 

qi*l|'Wqq q=Kcrpi | 3# =q OTIcTT qFTfiqr—“ gwtffTl fq^ 

<iq>j qf ari^q fqq^: Ifa qramfaTRmrcqfcr ”0 ^ i 

•iiKl qii% qrqfqq^ri-qqq^i^FT arcqdi^qiqHH qfq qi% 

'l^iiqigssr^rfrs qeqFqg sr aqRcRfvtRq^r: fq^%cTt qqfq i 

‘iV'll-q^ 3nRcqTR^^rqm 5m 5R ^T^cqiffqRfaqiq qfa- 

‘ftWM'W I dM qgq$q ^T^%JT 55^pTH I 

(?*) anfcn qtercq^i qq q'ftrfcr10— 

“ wm q^ q: 

ajq^cjqicqqt f| qf^qiq; I 

%q: *t qiqqtsj: 

^qfqqt^^ #w: ” || 



ffcT | wm 3TRR: qRarFf: 3T^ 

WfeT: I mm^ IffRR: I ^qfciRr 

fffa flcT fosfffcl I 3?<T ^ faffS^Ron—“ $]*m- 

^oft 3%Tf^flf%f^Ttf^cTT ”" f% I ftatffRl: f^Fff 

^JRT 3TTir%r^TT I gffR#STRT rT^I^RFTT ^ 5R 3ncWWTHcT 

^fcT | <RT gl^JcTHFTTcTH ^ft^TIWTH gf^rRfcf 

qpq ffrqqRFTT: i ^eft^r, *ft3>- 

=q qt^nw. | ^FP-Rtqfa fasRlf™ wsoTO^hr 

I ^rTlTH | -gq^t-sq, fwrtsfffaR fq%q- 

^JT fR ^FT^TRff I ^FFffpt 5FFT qfff^-qiRRi-'HM^Hi^ 

gwiro; fp-Rtaiq: \ f%%KFq 

RR =ff ^STOTOt |§: I —“ iff %ScT, 

Iff RRTcT, Iff f^fffq, ffff HffR R«F: 3ffcrff55cffR R 

qt sqR *RR ” ffcTl ffffRfffcffF fR^TT^K: tlRFff^WlI 

fffR QTiffffff RRRfft ffqfcT, cfcff^f^ | f?^rt 

RRT, u 3RtiT%ff^l ” f?5^R I 3R7T 5^IFff 

affcffi^dqR^: ffqfrT | 3ficin 

^JtcRR i q^r affirm: i 

(H) ^ff¥ff: I ffTf^cqqrf^ft ffPT- 

fW:| ‘ffSIfff: ^qrl: $ ^ I ^ | cTcit R^qfffqR 

ff | ‘ qcTpqj: TOTft^ajPn: arfff- 

^Ffrff:, T ff?T ffRRffcft ISTRR: I Q^f flf q^PcT- 

| fffTTOffT#^ 3T^FWt %fff*ffR: | 3f#I TOX 

?fcT sqqf^ff^ | W“W: sfRRl^fa: I RI^RIRR q?qf%^cT^: | 



3TH«RiTOra^rR>ri srffiwRfasr:; 3^fcl m\^ 

ara^rrawfo ^3^fT i ^ ^tr; , 

fSTTf^TT fpRT: i 

(^) 3RT JTrT^TFR TWTmt<T ?fcT 

'4KlW|f't(JlN<?'trl -H^Jd- 

“The Jainas take their stand on the innate nature of the Soul, 

which can be manifested when the hindrances are removed. Even 

Kumarila agrees that the soul has a natural capacity for grasping all 

things and there are ways and means by which we can develop this 

capacity. If we emphasise this aspect of Jaina Philosophy and 

remember that there is intuitional knowledge of the Kevalin which is 

higher than thought, we are led to a monism absolute and unlimited, 

which would require us to look upon the striving world, where all 

things roam about midway between reality and nothingness, as unreal. 

We can look upon the world as real only when we shut out of view 

the highest aspect of pure spirit. If we recognise it, then the not-self 

is merely the other of self, some reflection thereof not quite as real as 

the self, something which is ultimately to be sublated. The world 

becomes then an appearance created by the force of the not-self. In 

this way we are led to a severe monism of the type advanced by 

Sankara. One thing, however, is clear, that it is only by stopping 

short at a half-way house that Jainism is able to set forth a pluralistic 

realism”.14 

m ^ tnfqcT:— 

“Now, we come to the last stage of spiritual realisation known as 

para meaning thereby the highest. The individual now attains ecstasy. 

His activities are pure and perfect. He gradually annihilates all the 



c 

obscuring (ghatin) karmas and attains omniscience, the remaining 

karmas are also destroyed in due course. Consequently all the 

activities of his body, speech, and mind are stopped. He now 

becomes inactive (ayogin). This stage can be compared with the 

nirvikalpaka samadhi of yoga. Immediately after this the self attains 

the final emancipation which is nothing but the consummation of all 

spiritual endeavour, the highest stage of spiritual realisation”.1' 

($v) esrfa Steffi s&rprfq ffcr 

| qftTTC, ffcl 

HfalfcTTiT: | ^ 

q|JTNR|: | fWFTlfq ^ 5T%fc: I 

fFRTirq- gfe tTFTRTFTTfaft Sfaf\\ \ 

f¥rrqlwTFir 3rt ^ *rwrr far: s^st: i 

gf^i'hii'JK i 

“ 3Tfwrtsfq 5^JfJir | 

|] ”'6 I 

%tt- 

^RT: | HHW tlfqMq^cqir^ 5 ^ll’infr RTCrlffR 

*TP*TfoTC: | —ftcftw f^Rc^R | 3Rijqf 

=q | f^WIT f^RcW, 



q^T: | u ^TCT ^FTFTFTT ^RT^^TT: ”l? ?3TIf: | 

3T^r^r^Mi %m eiWW5: m ff^qqWRT I 3m- 

qmfqqqlWJlf cfkl^FTR fTOFTiq- 8Jfi^cqif^rosfcT *FRc?t 

I cffa lOTR^f^RT rT^MR iTfatcR I siRlrf.^t !f 

fs^wcT: i f$TOic*fft m^m f^ifcTRR q z\m^ i $\mi- 

^qiffecTi wri& — 

“ ^ ;TT%t wfcT: | 

%R[ciRt^ n 

^gSHcft 5Im\ ?$z q I: | 

^^TFc^S^cTcqra;.”1!‘ 

??g^ 1 ^wcfn^iicTi qi^rcrorcsm—“ wfo m- 

ssr: *& ”’3 i'%m 1 qrr^q^n^ncTT g^fer- 

f*w*j—“wrf^gsrftfft Iqtaiqfsfwr: q^rfacq ^rfarf^r 

«nwto-*i4testei: ”20 fRu 1 amt qtlqfemRT ?rq- 

qqfR:, fTFTI'Ti ^f^RqqqfqfqRRIRcR ^Rcwf^'HtfHlvil^N | 

(^) aRwqr ww& fwq?RRp% *§£(&&— 

“ g^Rf^cTm^fi 5RR5«T 

3n^fti^qqF<5; 4tl: 

mi 11 ”21 fR q^ciT | 

qfcRJFR: gqfcrmsiqq ^*ric^22—“ & m^\ ?m- 

nRrft: qTiq^rt qfq^fa ^ swrc: i 3 gf^ngtai 

jf^cRifq qrcHT fqqqRiP-Ti 



* q^fMdd/8 scwrf^rfsfcr I dMr f&sRr- 

W: ” ffd | §dftdfd3TFT ‘ qd^fedldf ’ ffcT ^cg^I^OT 

dtWfSSdr, OTddPflcdlqdtd 3TrtdPT^HiT>JTO I tfMflWWfa 

dpqddtd ?dj^ fd^WSTd | gqcdig^dTldfd dlfcfo fafJqpT: 

-“qf^fq 33Td cTTcq^JT drqddm^-fTSTTStdrfdfd I 

s ft did wrfq gfcdr^tdr dd qqreidt qredT Rd^q, 

^toi^rg^^-dqiqdd, wiwm) vfa: sriu ?fd i 

dfa^ ddFq^Idr^ftrdt dTfafdfdST ffcT | d^dftrfdfltftfd §d- 

ftdftsitftd:, m ?fd dfi»%&tfdd*j fowit i *m\$m 
ff^Sfq ddT ^TilcT d d RKdlffeTf I fFdt “ dtfdfd: 

fdf^qfqw’ ftqqpqiddTdif ssds^RM fa«ir- 

| fdsqpqtd 37fd *mfd3Hd ^Frl^ft^f I 3n<5dfqsndSdfd: 

STI^rfcT d^dTSdTr^dl^HH IdldTCdd^qj [^dPsOTrqdTftTddTc'dld 

3ddT 3T#t$^cqd | cTdl =q %qTdT dPfd flrd fd*dTcd, fqfldtd RK- 

*irf4#j ^wfd qldTdra'qwPq dddtdq*raft i 

(^) fdwf dft gtdiqidi ajfqd^iddf? \i 
^fqgftcgrfif i f4qf^dfa#s;qqifq Rfaqidd ?mdd;rcr. §4d i 

^m^lHdluii dpdfd: 3TOd|fdd: ITddTpltqTdldlf: 3fTdrfTtddr¥‘— 

“ 0 ffi^Rdd, d 3 $4 fTdd | ddfd ft df sfldVd*?: 

^[d ??f=qd | d dT^dqtWd^T ft: ^RIR^ddf I d*dTd 

gfifc | 3{°qqt^q d d r*w. i d*did r^m 5ft: ” ?fd | 

5ft: d ffldd | 3Tdf5»l fllcRI dfdSiTdddT |ft- 

^iqdiRrq: 1 tridcd indfqqqqf: stnd: ^fts: ^uror:; m\ 
dp 'f^dlddiRI: | dHdRdT^iqqq fdTfq d^Pd | dtfltcj |Tld *dRd>RT 

frirdide* 1 d ft dccpd ind dP^fq tfft^ dRTft d dfd; d fqqq- 



HTfcT, H OTHtft | UROT fRcTT ^fOT cT^TT: OT^c3*OTTT- 

^ScPTT ^IHHfa ^7^ | slHW TflH'hlHR fffHH 3T^T- 

hthrh srqte^i^ | frTOT^wrr sTcqejc^r gcftfci: 

^OTWT^RT ? H w, OT3*lOTcU qrf#5^ snwfc^ft, 

^T*fHTOT ^TTT^RWlWr JPTl^R^ | *HfHlftHH 35^- 

^if^T ftHfH: | f^RtMI^+TM^ui f%j%f»i<|ch<u||f^5n4 

cR^ 1 3Tck«|*TIHSft 3RTI 5PTcT: 

3HTHKitfa ot ^fc: ffk ot, “ sot^ 

^ q^: ”26 wot ot^^hhiwt sOTrtfk i 

cTffro 3Tfq k^^Kki HOTTfflSFlf^ | ^ qfHOT 

arfq ffRFT ROT OT^T 3lfa ^HR^TOTI cTHTRftOT 

HPWf% | 

($v») aft^OTfW: 5RFOT qfHTfacTT: I WWI^^— 

^ftff%: ^%cTT | cTcOTT W I HI fef^TT—OTT H^mfcT, 

htotR m fl^n ; arr^fr^fOT, HfarftgFi %ft i x$m\ 
f¥cwft, WFFft ^ TOT 3ROTTTHT HjffJRSHT STfT H^fcT 

HI '3H-LfNlIJlr1l?Tl^ H^^-l'lMl^f^ Icl^SRHWT Efff ft^cPlfH 

HI <[:*i | H^OTRIHHOTlf^fHfH^ fRft- 

SFTtTT^ aOTf^T^:^FTHicI I cTHT 

H*J%: I 5TsFT H^ 735TORHR ^IRH: 

hW«iH fH:OTTOlf^irTlHklH 1 cRT: qHTRisfOTRT | HH 

H^HHltt^^H^H^TT^t H^^:*3HTRRlkcT^*f%3;: Ht8J: 1 

ftfaj HR Hffa: qHTl^^ I 3ffOTT ft SHJcRH ?mft, ^ 

nT^Tlft | cRtqtfw HlfcOTH | cT^ ^HffOTlftft sqq- 

ft^T I sWN HOT HRfaft cR. cRT | ^ ^ 



=q*P^fc?T: W?|U*r ^l^cT ^ *RR. I %j^nfe^f?TcT 

5^^, qRiroift =q, ^l^Rrn ^jf^qro, 

^ fTORtfo: | *P-TFf:— 

“ foT^RH qfcfroMi 

qnRRfq 5PRli% ^FJ: I 

TO fl cTgfacT ^ 

^ fror ” if 

| eifrnETr^CTTiq TO^STOI^R TO I WTPfeTT effcTTO- 

*#fr, I 3T%rmi qwff ?r i 

q^pf: ? TO Srriissf: TOI«f: I q^TOR, 

fRTTO: q^T: TOR^ I ?TRdi 9frR?TI | 

TOi^HFq^q ^i'ji+hto4'1- | ^^d^Kti^fcrqTO, i%fd^n, 3W5?q^, 

Id, iq^PWI^TO- 

fcRTO, TOTPf^RR I cRTOR: ^tteqidi, ^TcT: ^RRq-RTOrR- 

^qiRTO - - f^cqrf^^T-^^i^-^J^jf^-^qT^fqTcqRTR- 

ftw. TO ?T TOqfcT, 3TOiqf 
tfitTO^RR I c^dTOWlfo ^TOISRTOTOI RcqirWf^frT, ^ 

^mir I s#nfo;ftcT 

q?4 qfcRracT ? toi ft ^f^q^RWunffr I ^fq^q 

=TORr «r Rqq: i rP-Tifq ^FjTOiRfirrc R^iHi^qp^^, 

^qf%^ qfrfqi^m I toi:— 

“ 3R83TO q%T Sffa: ^ ? ^HT =q ^T ? | v3 ’ 

^Tfq ^qKiqic^^: || ” 
•s. 

2b 



ffrT I ^ Rq?qT qqf^qq I ^q&TM q^qjqf- 

fWT: I qFTI#T:— 

“ sqqiTCqqT^q wif q ^qq' | 

q^Tfsfq^FTtq f^T^W qifaq*qq || ”2# ffcT | 

^TqflWT^I S^TirT q*qrqflcq q^fwfra; fqffq: | 

(\%) f% fqqWq ? *#rr qqiaiqf fqfqruqT q qqstitenfq: 

qfaq^R I Rf^^Rn^cTcqicj; %q: | TOI^: qwtTOT: | f%rIFTr- 

q?%: ftrq: | q^THiqq^qr %q: | ftqijjq^sji 

MqWlq^:, fHi^q^qr %q*. i q^qqq,—“ snrert- 

qSTO: %q: ”*° flq | 

(^°) q£: mfeq sr^qfqqiq q qqfq, qfi 55: qri 

q^sqr^ ? 3*q ^tftt#t: ^ —“ q *?fqq; q^qfqq; 

cRf^qf g$q ^RT: ”81 ffq | ^^R^TcTHT ^f|qT OTTOHT- 

faq ^r: 1 5^ q ^%q fqrcq arqiFTfqjnqt qSrfqg 

?rqq%—qqT ^WFTCHr qi^q^: fqfq^q, f^Rq qngqfil^q 

qr^qftfq ^q^cqi^qgq^rqq, qpqcqqqcqrq^ q*q ; qqr qwlsfq 

wq^qtq:, q qfafqg ?rqq q ^%q: | 

(^) qpqrqqjqq q^f^rqq; 1 qqf qfoqr qfsr aftqfq- 

q^iqj qwqq^qqtfq 1 qwfcq wm q^qfqftqqpr faqicq, 

fasqi^qpqfq fqqisq, qt^f^qq: sqraf^Rq, RTf^%q^Mfqfq 

*qqf^rfcr ; fq^qiq^q: sqrclq:, TO«fcq qq^qwrr, ftiqqT, 

«qu|Mqqfqf^qi^q|qj |Jqdl, qpqj qq^Rlf^jf^ qvpqt; 



m wk I a ftqfri | wnfei^rfRfq32 

—‘ *T ffaiq 3Rtft W! asifa I q I cT 5 ferfr 

getter «ii<n*i i aq; <^5, r a a f^Hif^r i 

TOTprtsqin^ ’, “m\ sjRt 3T5TR fl^”88 ff?T 

«wwf3*Kift I fteafapf &HWML, fteafanfter^ ^NT^ftec^ter— 

“ a teTOWt JT =ateqf%: q *FSt a ^ fl|W. | 

=T 53^q1 gq> fe%r TO*fcq II ”84 

?fq q^cTfa: SW, | 

(\\) crf| ^qfa^qfaq^: ? aftqteteRi %zm- 

o^rwtf^T, c^f^Rter t^t m i apqfoFM frfqsqqfs;- 

a^fsrqq qpW fq^rf% qwrx i aftqfqqsj: teteq 

'^ftqreqpFpg^?, qqr qf^q^pR^^ter asroiT ^r qpqatecr 

| aTRfqqpg— 

“ 3CT cftR: fqRqtft 

aton tetejoft | 

cTR 

^ aierr af^rT qtfqroR || 

qRqa^feaaqpretefR^ 

#^teq faar fqq^r i 

anwHRilaqa ^ gq^rr 

atefr ^VrrRter^telq n”8B 

a^Tl 3TTRFT | 5TpcWj%cR^ cTR^a^88— 

qqrftetfm <m?i ftertet h$ mm: ” \\ 



?fcr I 87u W? ffFFFFcT m, m ” ^ m\ 

”“ %fcT %icT ”, 40“ ” f^f^qg^fq cragqfcsrfcr 

Wdi: fa^qg^iqq iTFrf^^i: | *?cwn*fcpi 

cTc^^R^c^lqo5%cTfq^T laqfcFT: | 

WR^I: I sqc^ g^: ^ | ^rf^ificT: 

“ arfw-jfci 3^ qkpjl i 

gsisfq qq% TOftfcft ||” 

i ^i^Ptfw42— 

<£ ^^FTPFT%FT vrRcT g^iT: 

arosnqfcrci^r fWtfte* ii ” 

fr^iRc^R^ q?WTr^Hl^rfT ^TT ^rR^l^cilM, 

Wqfaiqf^TOq^T dl^F^KI JT^fFT TO%cH, | 

mm"9— ‘s%qqqrqf 

fl^WK^:^r?n^T^: T^wf ffcf» ?fa ^MMH. I §^IfT- 

qf<WfaT TO I wfr^wifq arfef^T- 

q^qqqflFT Rr^fq^ | 

(\\) #qf ^TMoii 

“ 3ffq qrc^m^>Ti 

jwqqfa^ ^qtqq? 

ffcT qrcTOHiqqiFRjTOTqtq wro *w* 

wwtw ft wmi sut ^iuft: i oft: wqRrsq 

Tffisqfq^Tf^qiq: | qqqg^icnff— 

: ^wqjq: — 



H 

“ dWf R Rfld R SRTR R | 

'T^Hdw d r drnd, RRdd ||4S 

R RFR R R^F xffcqpEf^: I 

TOP R fd:5T?RWd p^ \\° 

d^dc=j^F<^F fRgJd^ RdTRTRRdfRRd^ | 

dTFdddlRRF: RFRT RpTR: Rfa^Rfd || ”4° 

ffd d<d| ?FT Fd^FTiSKi drRfTRRRRHTd ^cftfdRM Rd—R7R[- 
SO 

W^RiiRR^CI y d^FR d*N- 

u ^fRRtf^F^Rdl R RlRlRI^fdl: | 

dRd^fld^R d RRcdTFdRFftdT: || ”4? 

ffd fd^fadd^ | RR dR|q fd^fqdTdF SSrdTdT RiqdR-JRfTR- 

^fcrrfdR™ i c+i i^j ild^Rr 3Rpd( RRtRdd^ I srfftRiidF <$i«i Hi 

RR^cT: RJR^nwnfq 3ltd dTR^ fldtq RfdRTftdd; I If^Rldi 

5RRFT d£d*R ^td RfdRT^RpRd | 

(^0 Rffe, RdRR TO%cR ^RRFRTfdSR ^2 d 

RTdRRRdftfd dRT fddRt ddRd: RIIRT^W, ddJjRI<RRdqi R g^ld | 

Wl^d^R^dl, dRdfqd^R ^^dTPTKtfRdcR dPS fdWFdt 

RRlfdRildl fd^ORF*. RFR ^PT^JdH, ? 3T^d^R RRIKpd^q d fd?*R- 

R^d fdn$R: 3^TdRF: I 

d^R SdTRIdd,—dNdRrt RRWR dl#tf>#d I RRdRT gRc'RT 

RRltfdRdftRJd fdlWR RFfR^d | RieRdR RFIdRIR: | SST^fRdt 

R^RdldT ft a^dR^Rdl | R\FRdId RfRR^R^R dRc^ | d ft fdPRRFF 

«Tfa 58#* I RfR^TftRdl^: ^IWRdldFI td*R fd^RTcR dFRR 



ftw FI r^fi 3FFW I cPTT tffcT 5tcq^f^FTM- 

f^R*J*N | g^C^TFT^Ti^^ui’FI f%%: $ctfa AFlOr^cPlT | 

3F ^ “ 3FFT^T ^fTfuT JTigqR^OTiq^pf, ^F*W|W- 

f^wmT’Jc^ I fas— ‘ ^ ^ ^arft srmr ’ 

,wn*f ” fa^wflcr *rom i lH“ » 
ffo t£*«hK: ^Tl^f^N *WluIH|f | 3Tl^ll3 

WTWcft 5prn^|?p| ^TiW^m f^WJTFT I 

^PFTf^W^: ,,4° ffcT ^— 

“ 3Tf%^TT: ^ q =T cTRcT^T | 

II ” 

ffci asw: g*3m«rai wiqro | 

^OTmifa, ?FTF?: 5TcW>^: | f^TFWIW, *1l«^MK>rifafa cm 

^ a^flHR*rar jfwk^ | o| ^ 

fpF sFpjFrmi^, awrf^OTT- 

fasm fereN TO*fcmr 5T *wwfa eii^mr- 

TO^gswl: faflftm FFrfafflcr | f ^ 

WIPWIm: | cKF qU^fcmi ^Ffi^Fc^CTjftcTc^I^Tf ^W^- 

HR5R5R?^T 5#Tfa>i^Tnl: flffaiRPT ^of; 

m ^%tq^ffr«TIc^q fl'flcT: ml: ^WTOfil^T 
S3 

fWH^nlcTmil: il^fr || 

* 



Lecture II 

aft dd: | mm: SdTSS;: ! qiqfcllddTitdq^fdldT 

qtTO 9j|^^nfqcTT q^WTd I S5Tfa 

cTcq^rpf fa^qqrfa I 

“ ^t^ddlfd^f^flST dOTd% left I 

WW\ %d^ ^«hrai<fl«-d<ftSH|did^ || 

ssq^siiqq;: s ^f^it^fd^qi^d: l 

dr&qOd: °^<+d|o4l4d^fd5lMleL || ” 

I iq^ddflldT df 

STCd faflST ^eq^ft | £5 Hldd diqqq fdddqcqqfd d 

q?3 I srsfedsrq srid, fdfrt: qsjfq^sdTd;; fdfq- 

STffa 3d: q^lfq^kl^Mld,, dTdlfdiq; $qq£dq^ dl §:^IWd: 

TOI^TPTT^ I IfcAsfq ^fcTMtqifl^nq: Rdm^^dd did 5Tid- 

qrfddt qqqt^iq;q^^iqdHiq ^qsfa^d STfdsq $jfq®5 

'jfdqdtfet sqefqsq^RJ^T. f^didt fdiqq ^TIW^rqcTrq^q^qFT, 

d^d^gdFdT^ SMcdTO^ ^fil^dqft q ^fdffrl: wti | ftd 

stor ffrr mm 3rfdqqfqr i mm*, sdFaqqifld: i qflqsfcqq: 

0 qrarq, qi^TOiqqlgqq-Tiq d?5rqd q dlWifd^d I 

*w«^: $ aw qwwfl aqKJTOWtsfw i ^iwrwiqfai 

srfa^q^ I srf^q^qteqfd: i disd: q^qi qrisftcqrc:: I 

dRTdWimft q^T Sftdq d^qidR S^dTdSlTeddT ^d^d \ 3Id)diqsi 

drf d*d SFd ffd sqq^^f ddd I 3Tdt ^:qqqiflq[d ffd §:*$HdT- 

dcftdldSTt Sfi^Pd'tf fdd^ld | ddiq qf^J^qfqqqiffldld^ dmidT 

^^MlHIcqrd^t 3Rftdjq*qT, q^d* qtifqqiq d 3d<r*Md 

dqfd; si dfcr ffd mm wf% i 



TOFT, TOMi sqTO | qfc 

^ ^ TO: TO; cRT <TOT 

*HTO I ’TOT irft, f^ro; | <tot ^ wgg: | 

F ^ | ^fFT^ 5FTcTO, ^JTORF^ 5T<ft gatffa 

TO^ ^3: I %Trf^i; FTfrom, %qrta; tttot, %^Tto; 

FTTOTft sqq^qqf 3T3TOHI F%<% 3#Ti& F TO?# | 9fcT: 

^rO^T fTO TOT firT 3FTOT «lfc* f^rfq 1 g$q; 

^TTOT: «T ^qiTO^nfqq I^TT^R: | ^:^RFTfFT- 

f'd'filflWR^frT | 

<# ^-T ? HfifagTO: <*^TOFtKto *£sfa 

5T?;TOt SRTFteft ^ITO TO: I *FTT TOTFt 

5PTTOFft 3T^RT, ?FTT qflfTOT SFTOtaft 3^ 3T3$H 

JTf^TTO^: f^WTO ^ FIST falFT< ^f^cFTT cpft: 3TOT- 

<FTTfTO: TOTO 3?qqq | <TcT: FFIFiFFI 5ffi|dTO^: affat- 

^FT TOFg^Tt TO I qqfa W^roq-TTT 3pnf^: | rFTTfq 

^^i^ra^nTOTrlq to: f^r: 1 towtto;:, 

‘ FTfFT, F Tt, TO.’ f?WT: I FTOTOFIWT 3TTO ^^TKTTOt 

m\% # TOTT 3TTO “ FlfFT ” ffa ftTTO I f^Tig 

‘ Flf ’ fofa 0T*tfr! | ‘ m ^Tpflfq >, ‘ m q% ’, fTO3% 

fiff s4tot M*qd i f^qiFFfpwiq^q^rra; s^^fi- 

wwm\ faro: i q atfa: TOf^rfw, fa g 

TOterfFTO, Fntafa f frftg; 

RFrfq fmt^i} f feifFSFfF'FF kitot; i i&\ f^- 

FTSTT^ft ^ Rffd^|44|: fa^F |ttfT<^R4t: FTFFc^F HFta5^ F 



%pR3RtoR 5% RftoRRR i uwIr *rr f?rto: rirtt 3mfa- 

*st*j rr^t i h^riri rrFr Rifator g^s'Rtotftfcr 

RRt: SRFl to^T ^to^flR *f[[~R | RRTiR RIR RRIR: 

RRRRTSRRRR I facj Rtol^R: | R|»RRT 

gw twwr, rirr^rf trrrrt r | RRltocRsfn rrf 

RficRf f^F^ntofRTto, *tt rrr3, ^^gw;rr- 

rIr^RIIRRR^IR: RTR^RIcRIR^ I fRRR^RRRT RtRRRT ^^RR- 

Rtor r rttRs: i fRRwnlftiR r?£: riw rr i rfft^rrh^r, 

‘fFlR’, ‘ R?%V ffct RRR I fRRR^RKRT 3TfatWtfto% 

3^t fRRRflsRTrRTiR RRFr | R^RRI^flcRR^^R 3R%g 

RtofR RTfiRto'-niR: 3ftoN gRitoft r guRrfR 

RiRifn r ^j^^KiRifR; r ^nr^fn^nn r^jrr i 

•RTTRiRfRIRR RRT RRR^TTR^ f^I^RR^ RifRrRiT^ RR^RfcTSR, RRJ 

R^R^Ric^RfRRRRiR RTC^RR^TR^ R^fRFR>n? RRFRfRRR^sRIRTfR 

fcflSfa j “ R*R RIR^R fax RIR^R to$R, 3R SRRR ” fft SR: | 

Rl^r#RtoTlHl RxRfa I R RfcT frtolRRnf RfifR: 

fRR$T | Reft aTrR^rT fR^tfi: 3^R: %R^tRR^T | 

?R WRRT Rtof | arfaR; m 3W RrTW7RI'^cFto 

%%R ^RRRJRTRT I R^ R^RRTRR: -ERIR^, fRRRRRT R3T RR FTfe^ | 

^RRR, 3WR: SISTtoRl^RR ^1%RI3RRR: | tocRR to^R 
C\. * 

^TRrHs^T R *f|R: I RfR: RIRlIrFRHT Rlffto^R 

^R^TO^WiMlRR^^to^R: 3i|rTRrT<t^T R^rR%: R*PRR | 

rPRIRiR WTI^Rcnni “ RIRTRtRT ftR%I%: ” fiR S#Rlfc(RSfoRR. | 

t^R^TIRT 5T?R: R R^R^RRRT R>TRR\^RTRft?RR R *R5RiR^ N 



^HTtrT I W^iqHW I ftcfa^q^mp# 

fefm qqqifq feqiqm fa^q^tq i sjq^q «guw- 

qqqqfcl^isfq l 3nq;^qqr qlTOrq- 

Fffcqqfq^qunqq} | qq tffeSFTTOq^qqT 3W 

q^qqrqqqrr ^qfq qqrq. 3rtq qrqqq. I q7sqgfq*3 ^qrosfq 

3^:^Tf^qTO,qTfqfqq;qqqTqi i^ri^wn^rRi^ q^fwft'q: 

qfaiqg ^c^iajsraori^ I fllfar ^T^TT 3Tflrfl?7Tcq^q^^qur- 

q^sft, qqifqf^q q^rR^TTO, qf^Tli|^| 

qrq^ 3T^q qtoi fq^qqfcr 1 3m 

qq ^iWTRW^T^: OTTq^TOq^R: ^RqmH.1 

fqqiqtf^TOS: 3^qfqqR 1^: qirTWHFTf^m: I SIW: cT 

1 qq^q ^irorf fqCiwi^rr ?fq ^qq^T win I 

^rnq^rqHi^ qiffteq #?t: I qtfqq: 3WH;“ set sforo: 

SFStsfa q^qnq^T: ”* f^TTf: | fJTOW?: | RfifcT: qfl^TOJ 

?W:t qqi ^ET 3^1: | ^T %PmpTCq^q: I qi^q^T %qTfq 

q^qreiffmr qi«m 1 h 33ft TOmrmtqmr qfqf*R^ 1 sqqfq- 

faRgqqr g^qi sKiqqf fqqqr 1 3%: qfanfoft, artfnaipft 

!pq; | 3%: wf, 3W qfriqqm Tiqm'l 3rotfq I 3$qt q 

q^sf: | q qsqfqq, 1 f^n 3%:, 3^ fq?pT: | m\ fq# 

5^q stoFqqfqR*q 3^ *ro*wqqfq ^mmfaq, qq 3^qfq- 

fqf*qqqqr 33ft smqipqTfq fqq^ fteiFqq I 3^: 

*qpft 1 ^q w. 1 qm 33?qr*f: 3W sqfr: 1 qq swftq^q: 

q!q: 1 ^roiq^fsq: arqqferoq. 1 3§^rf^qt fqfq^rnmrq: 

*roiroq qfa: 1 fqqqqqmqmqr srfqsrr | qqr 3^ %tto 



MUTT I f^«h<$q'Kg| 

^rat^n 3^: Hfafcrar | qrtefFR 

3^3WT; fom ^fcr i mi mm m mm: qtefa I 

cTcT: WtT* SR* ^i^MT *HqMT 3T^rT SMT ^raPFIWr 

f^^^TTfcT^lrT I MI MIM fa^TIHR ftq&T | 3?T^qf%: <Mfa, 

3?q: motft qRTFgrfi | Rf^cqsfq g^rSfcr 

fa^FcT | 3M qi^HI: MIMrlT *Rpq | cTMJ^- 

Mtftqftq *tjk Hffa: 5T^fVfrT I 3RT: SIM 

f^TTRirnqfq m mm i mm& f^r faff%: fqqq^ 

f^TT^RWcg^^WqR JTter: qtfTRt | 

4 “ qfrl WTO M^MRURIrt.” ffrT I 

MMiM^iMiiq 3?q srfq q^R^rpii Mqfq 

3^q 5MTO I MT | 

3RW:—“ TRT ” ^13: 3I^t^i«N;: | q*q fMMMfa: 

3OT, sm mt *Tftd q i f#; wr*u q^q left: 

a^TMT MtqiMwn^T qK^TRiwr c^?Mnrq fqq^f | 

STf^: ^rqsiq Slf^T *fc: ^TtfiTORrT: | MMi q c^W5- 

l mi q qtsjRqrpri ftefteM ^mihi^«i ^Miqta^Tii'toUn- 

ftfa i s^wwIjtw (mm Mym, m: 313^- 

fa^c-qf^: 3^IIMM q^I^q^IMB^Tq fS: | cP|^ cl^n^rf 

qr^Tiq[q%i:—H^cT: M>Tt^MTTO:, Mlfa Hf- 

3WcT^T eqWt «TTrftcT ffa fMT Mi: ” ffeT | 

I MTft—mW5- 

?)mh ““^kwiwii^ ^fiPw zfc- 



^pqqr f^Rsr fpt sn^rqq; l am 

Rqqpq i 5^rg ^ft^f^qq m\ q^fqq- 

wqfeqq <[:<q WRr ^Rq% qq-.qq^qsRRff p^:^Tt: fqtf- 

ft^q^jq^qfqrcr 1 ''HjM-nqR3q %qiq*q sqrq | rcrt*t!I 

q^cq^qf^q^R^qq qqT q^fqWfcfaq %'M WRm ^R3% 

qq: qq: Scqwiq qf^f^^qq q?ql ^^q strIr | qqqiqr- 

qaq qqrq—qfcqqrqRq:, sRRqrtr?qqqrm q ^Rfa^q fqtfqsqfa 

fqfgqfqfq | wm\ sqiq—fqq^ti^qqgqq 

qqrlq^qqq^ I iNeq^r^saqr ^:*q5fa ” ffq Rsq-^RTfq 1 q>q?q 

RWTR9IWI | fqq^ =lcRT *TO qWJ | 3R: qqq^q qqf 

q qqpffa 1 sr: gTORqqq w qqqic^q 1 shrc^ri^ 

qiqqqqsqtq ^rr*^ I 3Rt RqR^ qtqqqTqqt; qiK^qqR^q: q^q 

fR I 

?R*t qfrf q^iqcqifqqqai f,qr«?R ^FR qqi^MRfairasH 

q^qRi q^fqRr fqtfrR^f | qi^sjK^qRR^qq, | sgqsw}- 

qfrRT q?^lqi fq^qicqqtRqiq^ | SgqgR^qc’q fqsqTcqq | $t%- 

^Rrfe^T ^Tcqqr^q f^qf^ | ^RqRfqqcqqqrfq fasqfcqq, I 

StaFFStsq fqqjq: I q^qiSR qjq: qqifq: fl^clqg: I SR^qiqi- 

f^II^Tt q^ffs::, q mqqiqqRq: | ^RqRRqt q^#qq^jf^q_ 

Rfc: *tr:, q T^-qfcr qfqft: | fqqqwqr rt^uc^tVt z*im- 

eq^TO qcwWr q^Ktqj qrefacqr HRqiqft^qcqq ^Fq*qq- 

q^q^qqqRq f^qiR sqf^qq^) fq; q “ fq$ qfq qgqcqqg q^q- 

fR qffqqcq^q^q W]<^ qqqq q $jq^, 



ffd tdfcqf, qqy 3$t*T SWndT:, 

cfl^dlCWIHT: fton, ^cRflftcTr^iqfaTi ^T- 

qididi 3p%^wwTRi wwi wffim \ dcqR^ wq 

f3 33^ | m\ d^ldt 5Tf!B-5TTfcTFTT failed Ht^TIMT- 

dKRWdfqfd | 3RTt fd^STdtd rRMTcq^^q: | 

mfa qqifqwiwq qRsrteqift | t ft ^ithtRcwt- 

ftqq fcqfqqqRd i qqfq d^rn Rr.^qR q fqsnttd faqq i 

spqf qRffn q^inR, msift: fd:*qgq | qqrfq- 

«hM(qit*im5isiMi ft^q^qqqqqrft: | arqqq: 7“ c^qqr- 

fqqtefrsqqq: » fit gpid: i qq^q 8“ ^ddi^ot ” fcq- 

sqqftd^^jftrf <|:*q c[:*qdf^fMH^LJ Mil^ift | <[:<qd*-H|ftRK- 

cqqr fqgftcrcm: i ^fqgfoq: a^qs^% | m diqqrr:, *jgf 

3d: 5Fqqiflf ^:^^ids I 3Td aqcqRqqff ^:^fqgf4dWd ffj- 

| dqfdFT ^FRdf ffFd:, 3F*qigqi3H ^q^cTT I gft-^- 

5:i^itq-qqdT-qqr*qtd^dOTi dqHiqicqg^dTqicqfarq;: dg^:, 

qronfq^FTT, qrcqr fqqqiori, qo&n §^:*qqf: ?Rfaq q 

tdd^i%rftR<^mi ^^idi fqqfiqqf gfqqRft Rm: i cnq- 

nidTf%:«|q^Trqqq ^ gftd:— u“ ^^-MMift^qRi^qifiRiqigdd- 

tKiMi*) a^*iTi<iMiqi^qq^:v f^qyqitiq gqg, I qwidrRq^qffRT- 

qjq: I ft«TRnd q^R^— 3!Tcqfd drefift, 3RTcqfd ^RkTCMctid, 

5:% 3Tfdfq Id^Riit, diRq q;t qyRq q 

dlRd fdfqd 5pqfd, 3{rf\m\ fcqqdl^qf fqqy Rp:qjfTd*q I 

d^tndidwiqqq: i fqeqinHiqqt qqtqqRqiq; 1 £fq^qdq|qq>qiq, 

dfaRjqqf: qrfMqf: qlfq^rR^Rqqq: | qqMqfeqiq, dfqfdrRq 



| 5FFTCR | <T§^ 

'°“ ^ ^ ^ 'FTcT: ^TWWlTOi^reT I 3Rl(R m W<T ?T 

fgqrfsR ^m:” ffa i <rR?Fwfq—aTTRfa wtfa 3rtch^ric^% 

^RRlfHfadfw ^M^IIH I Wr^TTO^mrcT: cTRfTR^ 1 

afPR ftR: | 5:^ Sfl ?TTPT PWR: f% 3 3TFT- 

wfiRT^qT q^i^Rp-rmA iRfarft fa-wuft \ 

anwsm | cpt: ?ii^m rrWr 

cTcT: cTR VTR^fcT | ^ STRRH: 3TfciPH:^P(chM^ *TH M^H^tcTT^Nfl 

cRtf^R: SS: TOTRTC: | 3TmT3FI?mR^TqT ^TFTf WTRI 

fl^Spftfct cTRfTH *RFR ftRTHH I^FcT | cTSpft 3^- 

mwo\ qwtfm %nf*m ^nw i 

FfcjlS^TRMFH: Rsqf^^tfifRRqR^jRf ^5°*?:, 

awraroiHi ^f^7T^TFWRI^ | FHNt?TcRl%i%|:, FRTFll 

gf^SFT f|cftTT%£ RFMIW^, f|^Rlf|w?t<T | m 
5‘.^TFRl^ | cFJrfi RFWpR?>cTT n<< ST3R gtfiR PkH 

FRfcr amrfq ?r frr, FRatoto q^Ffenr^pit ” 

^ | sterTI RfcTfa^-—12“ ^ lOTJT FtWTR 

qft ftR ^3 vrr, ft r ^ 1 3*raftfq 

qetRlFf^Fmr^ ^rcTtr*?:” ffcr i 

pF*T 3^FT9RTR <R RRFRfcf: cTTcqqWT^ $S5H \ 3^RfTRR 

3?w*wi^, qtesrprr R^qtfH- 

^ JTOTR ^RSRcRI f^cqlcPWRTR ftFSRfcT | 3JFF33Tf^ 

fft, l3“ SR^ef^rffeTT fegflcr:» sfa 



qqrft^qtifq^** grtfi: n^ftrn I fqgqwRiSTgfc? 

ct^t *qif,qq i 3fl=F^r#F;cl q gqqq 

*#q 3ftq[iwl^T q%ft i fqql^Rq qwr 

ScPITf^Rfl^^: ^I’TTN^ri'^l'TTTfeT: I f^T Q^Rc^sf^ RPTlf^^^K 

aqrfq^q fR%: | 3*qqq (M ^Tr^fsfq 3Fq:wnf^qtqr(q*tq- 

N gsqiqqKqfafq ^rfqqqqqqq ^Tq^Riusiq- 

HW iT^^Ti^TT q qiqqifa | 3RcfRH]^I^ I 

sNqfqqiflrdqfaft: ScS^HRiq:, 3ndMt^fqq% ^qiTc*qqq stqsft: 

STfrRTf^cTT I cRU— 

q 511^^ faqtS%T ff%: 

qsjq% qfofq q^qq | 

srt f^r 

cT«T, cFI|JldHrl^l 3 ^K^FfiRT: || 

fFTldFT tJ-EifcTT | wtf:—^qT^W^R^q 

m q fiqnqf^Ri&qriqqq qftwq 1 

dFI HllFq qR% fR q^FcWwqTRqT ^ qfq qqqq ^Fc1<3R 

qfo& qq%ft: I q*q TORFftt vrtt: cT^R 

RSTOTq^^q Jll^TTRflcT^ I q cTR qiq%, q ^ fq^} 

m^TR^q,, 1 qft =q wiifcqftqiwqq 3^ 

fin qt^F*, qsr RqfRq^qiR dif^Rfd qqg ?m 

qifq^fcU:: 1 cTRRiq^ qfqqf^Tiqiqmq qfeq qq q w- 

qqiRr sfq 1 q^qq ^fqq^iqqqig^qqiqiqhrqlq q^ 

qTcqqqqqqq 1 



“ qfaq: qRf%s3f I 

gpifq TOcir n >>1B 

ffcT q'R? crrf^Kf^dqfrHT 

cfTcq4 sqtfitfcT1^ | W|cqftqi^Wcq- 

fa^Rq^iq-T q^TfT^Rq^pqrTcT^r aqqtn^ q 3TFT^ qfa$i 

| I6“ ^j|XcftcTtsqt^Tf%T- 

gq#qq: ” qq^niwr ^r^rmfq?aTfq fr^q^r qwfcnft- 

irte | qfq qwf qpq*? TO^r>T 3^, qwrf%?q- 

cp«rr ^qfqqqqRfq | 

i^mfamsrcfq, q^pr^RRm^q: wm I 

sfqfrFitq mcqq q ]w§ I q^f^Rrq^t qfairo: I 
so 

qtafcnqr q^NHi^q^ir^Tl q^i*^ iq^n^q MHi^q pqfq?p^ i wK^t- 

fq^qqf[5q^%i qFTffeg q^k qfaR fq^icHHHrci^ 

iterer qff%q qt^icr ^qfel^r^qcrfqTOKr cq^r arrcqr 

f%qq^r: | q^i%qqiqqtppn *m sw*rt I q^tfreq^OT qj% 

qq^rfq 5^q tftafensfat q^w 1 affafaq^cnq: 

qr^qiqpr q^qqfrrrqdfa I qiwqrafaqiwifq^faqqRqi qiqqft: 

17“^i^q g qqfq qTfqfccqw. q^q;- 

qq^rqf%fq?7q | cP-fifa q «fci *rwsj+tfH Wi^cftan^d 

q^cq^Tqq^i^^5gqq>TKfTO7:fqdqm ” ffa vrcqfc 

Hcqqrft I ^qdq: 3RcqqKp%— 

“ fcqif qTRqqqfq^f^j- 

qre^q gq^T 1 



?^q^qftqq«I qfa: 

qqifq ^prTR^^FT ff || '* 

?icf q^: 

*m cTicq4 teiq^i ^TTOicq^wr f&s\ 19“ q*3 qsrfq^Flq f^r^r: 

q§qq*qq q qqarmfq, q^tqq^qq q^qfqfq, qqqp-'q:, fagqi 

^tR q^”; “ q^^WiqnWTOR^ciTR 3ncFTffwnfq% 

qiUTfttqcqrcqFT q qtfqf^facgqqqq | 3fl£ q TOFt^T: 20 ‘ q 

.5^ ^rferpi q&ifqqR” ffcr i mm fqiqqq 

q|*qqiRo| qqqqt qqqT3^faMfFn3, ’ ?icT SMiq^fq!*: q %q^ 

mm qreq: qq qi?q4t ^nwrafri^ wprw- 7 6 

f^T: 5TrftfFT fq:qR?q f¥rel?qq. | qp^FFFft qqqpitsfq— 

21“ 3rqqr q q^RTFr qfcqq^rqqqr i arciqt q^fa^fq 

^FcKHP-m: ” ^qif | a2“ 3nm[qg<TT#qfq ^fqfqfeT^qicRcRq- 

mm 3—‘ q ^qq q&r^. qiqqigqq^^ftsmq q s gqqq^q» 

11^|| rqq,H<qkHM|lcqq^TW^^f%:^Rn^c^ ” ffq 

sqiqjqqrf^qi^t q^qqrfqq^fc: fRif^t: ^d^icquFFq fqgq- 

qwiH: q»$ fq^faqq. | ^ qrfqq> sqrqwit ^hhRi^h: 28 “ w- 

^^tsqfarfqqFqq^* siqWrfqqi qqrqu q^^qqi^q: 

qlq^iq. ^q^qpr^r qq; gqt qsRjfafqfq qtfqrcquT fqqf^q: 

*j?tN ^qrfqq>^qqR^ii^di^iR^qfii'diqtqTcqqicqq qqnjfcsjqcq 

q *£qfq$j qq^fqiqfiJST ?q^4teiRTfH: sq^ldl j 

qsmft q^qqqwrqiqicTTTBFTT 3rgqqs%: q q qqqq^r ffq? 

q 3 ^m^qf^fq ^ qqq Rroqq^qFqqvqfaqr ” ffq sq?^— 

2*§*qlqqtqwj q^ 4ten qq^^qq i 



m qq^r qq}qq q w. I 

q f| tot II ” 

ffq q^qqfrqqtft f^r^cT: I *q<*;q §<q ci^r jtort ?fq 

«T 3^1 q^pq ^HK^U-MRfq M«hRll'-f%: I fSTqfrK^H^I^cTr I 

3rfqqqr<n*hi5r fqrfq q qqqfq, qqmrq 3TTqTOHqwrftwJT- 

ftqqif^FTT^tqq qgpqqrq 1 qqifq q^rq^^Rqq^qwiqq^ 

| fqqjq- 

^rRqq^wjq^ <pt TOq^qTR'WK: | qqif:— 

“ fqq q^q^^qroq^^qq q q: 1 

q^ fqqrfqgcqrfc ^rrcm qq~g*qq n ” ffq 1 

qcifqqf an^irq sr ^mK I 

^^q^fq^fcq^^q^rf^fq^f^rwrr \ 3TFqfPT 

*qqqftq q^g: | q q3%RTOrc: | qiq^iH^q qwi#R. | 

inq qi*? qpi^qrfRtq qpFtq JrfqqTf^q 3‘F^R,^MHieM- 

qgMqiwqt^q: 1 

IrqiqR^tq 33 m qpqqq | qqrft—%qqftqrtq %qjq- 

qi^qq! qfer ffcr qqr fospq: 1 qq TOnfq qqqTfq— 

26“ qtsql q^qqt | 

q^qqqqtsfro: q#qfrrR qftqq: n 

qfq^qq|q«j qRqqfamfqq: 1 

stes*tqgqrcftq fqfqq^q qqqr n 

q^q fro? qrq qmrq qqqsqq^ | 

fqfqqpwRfeq ^tei*-n^f^qq: u 



3iffrmi STFcT fqTOlRT>TO, I 

Cl5i *T15r WR: II 

q*t ^T: 3#qRRR: ftR: I 

Sf^IRfsR: || 

m sq^rfiR; wi wro, | 

3Tf*R WRRt *RT: fll 5R&T II 

aTRSKRTOWT fw 3TOTO, I 

fsRRqf^p&R qfa gfRcro: n 

w folwTRfR^ srr RRRsfa qT i 

qrtwfq*#T cff^ Rifq<T wt n 

3HRRTT ®R: TOTc^fcT 3: SJcT: | 

qt f^Rc^f^rra; n 

: £TOR fqqqq^ | 

3: ftR: 3itcT II 

3(tcTMR'1l^th: ^Tcqf?T HfRcT: | 

TOR RR TOJ: || 

<RTftJTcifl#T tffaRR 3 sftfrR: | 

3%R 5R^RR f^Kf|rlR R || 

qts^rt ^3 q^3 qsq^ ^r*r fw \ 

3fTOt f%JTt 3JTRT ^5fqfR r sro: || 

3TRITR: q^J: sf&rf | 

fqflrf: 3TRR: f$R| RR sfcR: i 

fRl^tfR | f^RR R^q- 

r^uiR, | q^grfRiRqqf^R rrr^pjjj^ | 



| STitfiiTrl: q f%f%Rc*qi3qq%: | fqwfl- 

^qrarar fqqjffoqi^ faftrssi ^iRifcRq^r: | “m\ qr ^cTift 

^TR^f ” fc^FFR^T rf^tTRFTR; q^Ri: qfifaR^F^HKMR^q'hf'llc^ | 

^3^RRMR*raqr fqfaxicqqfq I sftqtsfq sf^w^wr: | 

*qRqq; TOfaqi^w?5^ *rqq i ^faFjeqmrqftqifq qrffaT 

ffRtcqrTTiq^d I qqimTOmtRqq^ SFRfc &K I FFK^TRT 

q^qqq^qq | 3fiq<'j|^i<Mfqsqfq jjqsTqfq^'^Md | 3Rtjft di<ic*q?r 

Rqqt qf^pq q^R^rRisq^R qjq;| Rq^^fq^FK^qtsfq *ftq: 

RrfF^qFF^Fqmfd Iwipw: | frFRrqFI qRWTWf, 

flFrT clFI fq?f%:, Rqqq^R^qfqRTfiR 

qRTWWqflFET fcqiRq; q^Rqfq^q#t? r^q | fiqqiqfqqcqHq[qqJ|- 

qcqnFkr f^Rqq^qRfljfafq tiqiqiqtq qtA qrrq%>ftqq i 

jpqqrqfq^^qt^q qwfqifaqT: | qfRt “ qq; Rrqpq ” 

qiw fq^nq: i ‘ qq: ’ ffcr q^. i fog q ffq 

q: ffcT TOqq | w *ftq qfaqfq | q sfq qqidfqq *fiqcq fqfqRq | 

qq: frt q^sqq qqRtiqq Riqcq fqfq% “ Rrqra” ?Rr qi*w^w 

qfqqmd | “ qqR ^g*qf: q^facq ?tor- 

^qq*f eJTfqq^ i m) qciqmqg q^fiw^sq fqf#qq?r- 

qqtfq ^qqfcT i arcq q^rqpcqjRT qFqi^^qRqrwm 

| H^fqr qf r^to ^fefiqq^ror Rtst argqq^Rq i 

^rt 3{Iq ariMiqfo wt q^qRr i ^ ^ q%f qtaiwri 

f^qq? i ^qqf qRiqrgqRH Rf§: | ct^rh— 

20 “ ^qrf^: aigqqt q^qpR ftrqqr g | 

s fq^Rfq q^qsq: 11” ffq i 



'TfaTrfa^sfa him I farjq: f^f^K: 

%3: jf^RT ^fofa^FT, t] v? f^: 

^1% °M<^ci aRrWHH I 

“|” ff% I 3T ^ sfv^q 

5wmm I £ f’ ?RT | ‘ 3f> ffa SR: I 

*3» ffa Safa | JR: 3TO^ afa “ ^ ” ffa safa I 

^p#k^ot n*Kf i 27“ # a^T acqssmffa” ffa ^?t sf%3i- 

S^lfsfaft ala a^TOT^fa: | ^Mdafa f^^KtrR^iq- 

JTM: I aHIdRrcKjOTT ^TFT a^atlM RRSlRR^FcJ ^TaaS. | 

“ faSRS^fagRTF ”, “aSTFfoaSF^fquTt”, “fa%”, “^Mfftsft”, 

“ 3Fffacaa fasia^ferH ” SRI^fafa aRl*TTft ^cl^TlilwtcT- 

M<n|Mi tFF=F<+\lfa I 

%nwTHi d^wqfem m^t aaasifa \ wm^ qif^Tf%: 

“ ffarct^” ffa 3W£^, i f^ata^Fsa 

5Rc£ 5PTPT: 31$: w “ a^^Jjerf: m ffa SRSR*^ I cTSTfa 

ml ifaal qifoMWRTq:— 

^ftcT ifaal ISTcT: TOcTI at^SSF 'TK^^T a*§ ffmfa I ?TOR- 

qff^q ala I cFaaWJ | W\ STRT^f 

ffa Safa | ^IR^FIWT 1SF Rafaa sf^fa ^%TF[fa Saatfa | 

sKastffa f^m\ ft a* asnfwsfa | 3R a? saais; 

TOfo:2#“ ati fflsta^fa | <$a^WiafaW fWl I RT^fa^ 

3tnr: a^s: srrcafaR ir^r^f^cf: ag^fi I af^ffa 

fl saK5nf&T aa;s, ai^^Tftr a aafar; 3^^^ ^ I 

ar^cTT^ aai 13: ” |fa 1 3$^jfcaafa a^saasfq 



^qfqg 515# i “ tit q q?rr cvzm. ” 

^qffq qRR^ft W | «frf^TO: WJPHtSfq '* <£ Rf^ 

” ffcT ^if^WTWIR: f^SPK | ^qftcq 

qtfa ffej^RTI^: | RFR | q$ qftjnfafqRT:, %fq5Fqp. I 

Rf^q^Kt 5T5W: <E$ qW^ m **# SP-TF^ 

SRfcnWR 3T1WT | 3frf ^ RpSTO: 3°“ 

3Tr#l HfrT: STRqfaR I^T§ R^ST^Tf#: 35^# ” fR[f I 

afgTRFRr 3TPcR ^ “ 3? 3T ” | 3RRRt fa# ^ qfaqfa | 

qitwrr ^iqr Fm qffafaq#— 

“ 3R# Rffa#: ” fcqqqri^: ^fapqc^cf 

fa# q^ fcT Rcqqifl; | 3f cl# cTT?q§ sqqqfa | “ 3T 

3{” ffcT ^Wq^I’T^WHc# qpT|%rlqTO: “ <R ^I#Tfq 

fqwRiqqwsq fl^Rqrfl^wq^^ q^qRrqqq i fa; q 

81 ‘ 3R# f *r} qi^ # RqHm^WTT HHi^qf *iqfa» ^fa 

$fa: 3RJKR ^^JlfifrTRlcr £ 3f ffa s^T » ffcT 5Kq3T- 

^qqwiw | qrfaqFprrrq £t Rqqq: qrfafaq- 

qi#i faraR” ffct Rr^ts^^rur # qf^u *rqqqi qq- 

srfaqrfq ‘ q#rqR$srteq^; q q f^ q^ $q q^qq, 

Rq q q^Rifaqr aqq# q qq^5sqfa%faKRfa[ i qqftq^— 

“ 5$m q^nq fqF^tqpmqrR | 

fq st qfenPTFnqf^rar wrsfa: n ” ffa q^sfarfa: ?fa 

qsqfaqq^ l wi nRqn-— 

“ 3R[ftfaqq m q-^cRq qSSRR, | 

faq^qsqqqq qftqr qqfa qq: || » 



q^ir, qsn^cr ^fcr 

82 
“qq ?st =q ?«4 =q ?^r =qrfq qjfcqcwj 

crcWfcq r: II ” 

fSRJT, 88“qq vfpqcq«q% qPFi^fcT qp^fe^HTfcT *T 

qqi ” ffcr spq: g^njl | n^wRH^qdi, 

84“ qqftte^Sq ftwi qqrf^i | 

^trtRc^^ mqf *rq skt sqqf^i: || 

cti qrfaqf^fflf =q qifq^ =q jtw I 

ST fa^TT ST qfHTcST cTRTfEfq?^q: || » 

fc4w^T[q^iqi | 

88“ 3pritq^?sqfa*&s qrf^Rj s$q q^si i sNri^R 

qqfajfcr qsn*fcrt fas qqjfqqn^qi^q sqifar \ nt: ssq 

stafafa s*rfa*qs i asm s^f sq^m qrcqm | si ssfa- 

qf^qqqf, wr?q*te | sr 3?q[%qmr|sT i sqfcfa wm: m\ 

- ^q fqqs: i q*i^at q^ssnqftf*q£»fs s^q *icrtsit» ffs 

%^Krsfl sqpq^rt | qnfaq*$qrfcft qr^nwqrqFT usqg?^ 

fRqjwi | ^qq^qff^rt sqrfoii qsiqsfaq — 

88“ s<4 q^ i 

3TSSTtqrfafa: S^ffawfaa II 

arals falser ^aqt m\ i 



q§q I *7“ Rts ” 

ffrT ^ffM^JTI# "“ f| facqq ” ^ q^Tl q^f^TT 

8RTcq|qrsqqf^i q|q ^q *1%Kiq ?fcT 1 f#J ^- 

’“ q ffq 1^«7 3ir^FT: | 

3RT^ftfrT q*FT rf^Nl^qTf^” || 

ffcT f R^r^r, “ ^drT^ tf^TfScq £ ^ I f%3 TR- 

qrfqqftqnftFsq q^qq. i q?qMTR%^fqqTfq^Riqqei qqicjfqqqqqr 

qqm^qqqqiWK” ?fq 3^teqqRqRriiq;i^frqi sqq^qq- 

qqtfcr | d^i^M HidMtqqiH m^i qqqRq, qpq^ I tffqqTRq- 

OTtq TfaiRr sqq^fqq cT^fRm J^T^^qqRqrTI: qf%T 

ifclcqqWTrq *H4-d | fqqRq 3Tfq?nf^5q qfiqiRn^dT ^MHIH, | 

40<< fqqjfwft §qof 3>w«« qqr | 

fqqqWFft qq ctfit^: a^Rr I! ” 

?Rr ?OT: affacq fqfqq | crcRqq; mfit 

swTMrsqqq 3R^rf^nRn^ di^nciRT z^m*- 
5583W f*t:$P£i ^PPtcftfcT qrf^Fftq^MRi^rd qwidiqj: I 

*'“ q^qR^i^qt: ” ffq qrftMtq qqq; I 3Tq 

qm;—“ m qRwK ^Rr, fRRc^wlqq Rre, q^vds- 

FTlStifa' | q I q*qRt qRfW: | f#I dff ? qjfitf 

qRRT qwffar; snRq#: ^qqteTni:; 3^ *mf\ qRqi^q?:» 

( “ 3?q HTfcT 3jq snRqq: 

q^Or^qq ” ?Rt W: 1 3PT 3?q 

ehqjoflc^q^ *qq 



HPta4wfficT: I “ qjRff&T ” ?fcF flferiq*, sq^TO- 

m^\ 

42“ an^WtS^T qtf WT^ I 

sfcn^FF q#i STO: Wq^TO || ” 

ffcT | qf^TOKF? ^4u|| ^T 3FTcqgi*i|%? ffcT 

HP#* fftWN'T =T qft% ’TFf^HMfwrt *TO I |c4 qTfqvftqqfq 

I 

qfc q§Tq ^ ^TT, qfc q qcfafa^cq tfafaf 5T^f?TWF 

TO, TO^n^t fomfo q *qs qfqqi^qf% 3ftq =q ^Wcftfq 

I 3{fwr^T smw aiRftq qq |g: | qt ft ssqr qqq- 

S^cqqiTOF qr%T: cT 5FRT TOfTOc^qq & ^rlTO^fcF 

sqrF^^cTF TO" | 

gfag q fqqqq; \ ^rRaq^f fqf^qiq; i qroftfa gsfqrft- 

qjiqqq wmm^^mK-. | 

TOq JTFrr qfqTcTO: 3=lf^T: I f^^TOI^TFT 

qfaq qt: qqH^rrfciq sqrftttq qf^ | qqifqS&q fqfa- 

qR*0^ ?/?qqqq q q^TTc^qqiqq^T: §^r: i Jjfas^nqf ^i+ii-i 

qfqj fr^qq. | cT^rs^^RF^qiFF^qfq g$qq, i 

5^K: ffcT %TO- ; aftqifqqj ffcT q^Tfro:, §qcTT^ I w- 

fofiR fq^qq^R: qqiwq { ^qqfsfq T^W^faq^qj g4qwWi 

fq^qfq 1 arf^^FqfcT qn^TOFtiq fqsqfq 1 qqf qrotsproq- 

q^q 3Frf qwft fqi^ snq, fqqFqfqiqqtfq fqq^fsq fq^iq | «^q 

qfqrfroR^ qr^m^fq qqiqiTO^q q* q*4 qTcqqq 1 3rftr- 

qqftttq qiqfai srif%: *q^ qqqftqiqf vftof sqiqq fq^ftqr— 



“ *tpt} *tk q tim: i 

^ =q || 

^TrT: g^crt ^ ^ ^ I 

JTRkr q f^^i^TT XfX fqqw. n 

3Sfq ?F5?imq ft ^M^liqcJFTH. | 

5TftJT 5T wfcT: I 

5qft^r <FT itfqf q^cff qf || 

^rftcq qq q =q »%R: l 

qqrqm^ipX ^rfq irng^n ” fft i 

arqqfasnq: I RMi4tarcm«t*K fqqffrq | qffqq 

smfcr | ftwTT^qtX^: f!% qfaftar: I ^[XwtKrX: 

qqrcq^RR RMr: qicT^fq i qf^Xf^wii^r 

wwfaai gfqqRft mm qmsnqq I arr^wrajjuiwi qg*|d 

gftcTf^ Xfqqq: I qq qfq fqqftqxq: qirXi ate: i 3Rft- 

qqnrfftrTRT m\ ^rcftqsrRqr qqrf^Rit qpTTOR cwgq^: 

-cdrlilrKtiTmiftfrrKcTl wv ^fqq^iwr qqi eX Ml^jJ 

^mrqqq ftfiFTFi ssrirt qira: i qXi “ q ft- 

ft^T ft=q ftfXi at^r, qfq 3 f^q X^v’ ?ft ^fwq 

q^qr, *t ^f^qft i ^qq q ^tM<*-dM | 

44“ qqf Ri^i qfq; q^jqftqcf q^faft 

qf^FR 5RqR q^wi^: qsqftft q i 

^#TT 

gqit^f wcqirfR wmm v*”?ft | 



qgnf cTTcq%qiWW[ | 

=q<yeqeqr%: q^qf^q *iq% | snf wi;— 

4#“ RfSTM qtfsRdfcT %§& I 

qcTdRlq ffT^HT ^f^TT d^T: II ” ffrT | 

gqfro smif^pr 3nRTORq;rd qqft qsqfq%r qftss- 

fa^faqqfaT: ^, ct»-tt sfcr ^ssrrt qrn dnqqqftdlq 

aTPRfd fR f% qqtarnEr ^gfRqfq I 

fT^rr Rq qf^fK: i niwiRr sqsn $4 q^roncntadr q 

k^ic^ii^q;^ I an ^rKr =q flwTi^ an %rKt q *m- 
HRd nn^cMlk ^f=F^fqR: an^rfrH^'H (spiritual integration) 

qftwnq wm\k ^ mmft i m\§ timlm 
?Rnn^ • wldiRfqqq qHH^qw^qKqw, i n 

nKcfP7Rt ti^H^-iriKi an^rRq^Wrcq sqR:fqj ww, | 

ft qlwiK 5P?R3 qfc*3^% ^^OTRfnq^rn to 

q | q^wrqqqct: fqqftft 

am^r ^wtmnq^q afaig: i qfnqnni qf^swr, qfasHT ^feprf, 

frcqRi ^idiir, ftqWn Tnqfaqtnf, w^hi tfdRf, qq fq^qqfoTtr 

wr fa^r, %^-mSm q? uridq^Hitasrrfcft 

qRRJSqq, aRmfq ftRRqt?1^ M<tqwtMqM«tRi)q^?30R 

qpqR- ^FnntfrTfTFqqit ^uRNd: qf^fSjRn^qqRiqRnqf 

qwri qq fq^ 

npq^q^ wfaq^ter^q ntcrnldiqi anwif ?frqrq ^mot q 

fqqr q fqsfwR^RjR i ?wr artdqiqqwi«wj %Tfqtsn$R%; 



tor sttorr i sni^T: ^TrF^T: mmai'. | 

tot tot nii^fTfi^ft^Tdsf^ tor tot tot 3rti \ 

tot tot % tot tot ^ft^: 
TO& I TOTRfTWqTOtTOTTOq | ^RTOrft, ^RFFpft, g*sRR- 

5^^®!^, TO^ftfTOTj fTOfTOTTO'TOFFRt fflTOTig^, 

<*TO% tfTOfa 5RRT TOtfl ^ T^TORI^ I ^ ft JT rot 
tofto^ miWt i ^ torrI m- 

«l««4w WR I ^ ^1% <tFTO *RR: | 
*1|TO rFTt: ^TOI WRI 3TRTO:, cTOf^ftSRR flfapiFT R 5KTO* 

^ f^rf^r: | toK^r: flRiroi ffew ^KTc*TOR*fl i tort 
MTOi^q tototi^t 48“ qfa fft ^rorq—47“ ^ 
TO[^ m TORTRfcT TOR TORR ” ffa W fafJRI, “ TOT1R$ 
nlq 9R* *Fll*rt 5T TOR:, cTTOR TOR 3qi#T ” ffa ^fqTO. | 
^fifTOfH TO^T^frRPRRfa ^fTORRfcT RW I fafTOIT- 

Rfa s=TO^ TORlfTOTO 5TOfq TOffa TOffq ff% 

RtRTT RJfnj ^TOTOt ^ | §:%T CTOT wfa §:fe?T ff% 
TOTT^FTO TOR | ^ ^:^5RT 3£TO WTT qftlTC: §R: I 
n-^frqlH^lHI^ TOKl+t, | R TOT q^TOR fa%^T f^rf^WR^- 

WfWW an^lW: 3RTto5^l: 
torEtot wwb i mfo 3n^ffR%: ^toItojrr q^rr 
qrq^R> n<^M(<qq 5^^ i 

4#“ STTRT^^^STOSCftfcT RR *T|TOHWTO-T: 

HfR^fq^t qftFffafci qrsRtftroi^Mtf^ | 

^OTcRiq^iRfcT siRfrot to arRRfTOr- 

TOTfifa't 55^: *T RfTOT qt TORTO^: || ” 



ffa wnfa i i am 33§jm qq- 

3^13^ *RR | 3CT affl^ 33*: I RRf rl^T: cT^TT: | 
3 3ffqW., 33*13. 33* <^f ^C?t | sfcitsfq 

sWt^r: *ftqfeft sfmt% sfrnjm » ^ *33: I Jfffrftflft 

3TFTF^%: mwlsmi^RR W5 I QZfcm'. q*T 3fq*^ 3% 3#- 
©v ' 

^qffqR Cwi ^ 3^ aim afoRf fafa 31*33; | 60 “ afq 3#fa*- 
at3 3? arqmJiT fq ” jflrii i *RKHi acftcft 

33**3 3i^t^ sstssftfq ^rmm i fR*a*Rr fmrma *33l 
fr^ a^feOTi 33m qfq’Wfq | 33Tfwm:qRqffm !»'*??: I 
^m^Rffrl^cRmq *1^133; | qq fqqqpcRmtq | fqqqRRtf 

ff% qRrnm ImmwimH mmaim l B'“ aRqfafqf** aqa;” 

*Rt” ma^fm 1 am tm, mrafa, am 3namr3mt aatscfafa 
w; | *2“ qtmmfqfa aia m 3fa am aqsft aqfa ^qaq^at 
aqfa *q ^qiat mfcr ” ffa ?*3: i 3# q*i*q^aia*mf333:3 1 
aia 3TH^f3^ a*T ?fa | qq<te?T amT aTfaqi 

SFRaa^ia | q=ftq- 

68“ mjamfemi ma^ra^ia*; mamam*; mi- 
^mqyiui3<?qim smafa =q ga^fa a*k I 

arc q^ a afaT afqa=ir*f3 at tnafq^iagiji: 

3RfT^q f^'3TH*3 mq^fa ^*1333133*3^” || 

ffa vfJTqcqi33frfR[q qRqrWiqi 1 mimam ma 313^^ 
fTHfafR I aim! 3*3: 3Tmm ^ Rwam *acai33mw$ 
sqq^frl | ^ 3^ fqafetgma | aia^amia^ 333; 33T 

mfsmrfafa q^ aatqrRqf^m mq^fa | qmqr'aRqaq'f^ai 

mRm i 3333331 33T3i mifaat mamna; lamia; amft amm:- 
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lHlHdt1tfi^M5M^NIuli cPTl^Icft^Tt ITR15RT ^R^fiwUiqt- 

WFTt 9T?ftfrici*i|«^Mfq^cjq 5TfcT- 

erjqq W&zm 3q*ll*wt: 
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THE ADVAITIC IMPORT OF ALL DARSANAS 



LECTURE ONE 

I bow down to the preceptors of yore who explained all the 
Upani§ads on the authority of Grammar (pada), Exegesis (vakya) 
and Logic (pramarta). 

Prostrations to the adorable Sankara, abode of compassion 
and repository of the Vedas, Smrtis and Puraiiic lore, who brought 
welfare to the world. 

Om. Prostrations to Brahma and others who set the tradition 
of Spiritual Knowledge (brahmavidya) and to the seers of yore; 
prostrations to the great; prostrations to the preceptors. 

Contemplating on the sacred feet of His Holiness Sri Chandra¬ 
sekhara Sarasvati Swamigal I shall now try to show that the purport 
of all the philosophical systems (darsanas) is the oneness of the 
self. 

At the outset, I fold my hands reverentially over my head 
to Paramahamsa Parivrajakacharya, His Holiness Sri Chandra- 
sekharendra Sarasvati Swamigal of Kanchi Kamakoti Pitha who 
is the embodiment of penance and whose name is fit to be chanted 
in the early dawn. He is the life-giver to the Vedas and the Vedic 
tradition. Given to the continuous and uninterrupted experience 
of the bliss of self which is non-dual, he has blessed a number 
of disciples. I shall now endeavour, to the best of my ability, 
to show that the final intention of all systems of thought lay in 
the oneness of the self. 

In this context I shall remind you of the following words of 
Kumarila Bhaita :l 

“In matters like this, one should not focus the mind on finding 
the faults; because a fault which virtually does not exist, does 
appear so to men of such minds.” 

(2) I wish to express my heartfelt gratitude to the authori¬ 
ties of the Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan for inviting me to deliver the 
lectures this year, as a part of the programme conducted by them 
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every year to mark the sacred £atabhi$eka celebrations of His 
Holiness. On occasions like this, it was the practice to invite 
scholars well-versed in the languages of the East and the West. 
In choosing me this year who am not good at English and have 
studied only a few texts in the old method, I feel the Organisers 
have only betrayed their partiality for traditional scholars. 

(3) All beings seek happiness and that too, their own 
happiness. One does not desire the happiness of someone else. 
Nobody wishes his enemy to be happy. Though cessation of misery 
alone is desired, it is intended to be subservient to one’s pleasure. 
Pleasure admixed with misery, like food mixed with poison, 
is not an object of desire. Nobody desires to become a stone 
on the count that the total absence of grief alone is natural to 
beings. Happiness is twofold: permanent and temporary. 
The joy that arises from garlands, sandal paste, etc. lasts only 
for some time. The pleasure that is obtained through sacrificial 
performances and the like, though lasting for a longer period, 
is also bound to come to an end. So says the Lord 2“They, having 
enjoyed the vast world of heaven, will enter the world of mortals 
the moment their merits get exhausted.” Even the socalled im¬ 
mortality resulting from taking in the Soma-juice, referred to in 
the sacred text:3”We drank the Soma and we became immortals”, 
is not really permanent. It lasts only till the final dissolution 
of the world, according to the corroboratory passage which runs 
thus: “By immortality is meant, lasting till the dissolution of all 
the elements.” So emancipation alone can be the everlasting 
bliss. Emancipation is realisation of Brahman without a second. 
It can be realised through scripture alone. Srutis such as “Brah¬ 
man is Eternal, Knowledge and Bliss”, are proof regarding the 
permanence of such a joy. So once it is proved that there is such 
a thing called Bliss that is eternal and unexcelled, all men of wisdom 
will try to attain it. It is also well-known that no sensible person 
wishes to derive the short-lived joy of mundane objects, which can 
be attained only through great physical exertion and monetary 
expense. 

(4) Among the well known advocates of philosophical 
systems, Carvakas (materialists), Jains and Buddhists of the 
Sautrantika, Vaibha$ika, Yogacara and Madhyamika schools 
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do not accept the authority of the Vedas. The Vaise?ikas, Naiya- 
yikas, Samkhyas, the followers of the Yoga school, the Purva 
Mimamsakas and those who follow the Upani§ads (Vedantins) 
believe in the authority of the Vedas. The Vaise$ikas do not 
accept verbal validity separately; they include it in Inference it¬ 
self. Still they accept it. 

Even the grammarians who show the correct form of words prove 
the validity of srutis and imply that the purport of their system 
is Brahman without a second. Mostly the adherents of different 
philosophical systems accept that the ultimate purpose of their 
respective systems is liberation which is of the form of Brahman 
and eternal bliss. Even Vatsyayana the author of Kamasutra 
composed his work keeping in view the attainment of the supreme 
felicity. An attempt is being made to show that many philoso¬ 
phical systems have the non-dual Brahman as their final intention. 

(5) Sri Sankara’s commentary on the Brhadaranyaka Upa- 
ni§ad is wellknown. In the sruti: 4“He who entered into this”, 
the word “He” has been interpreted by the Bha$yakara thus— 
fi“He, for attaining whom alone all the scriptures operate.He, 
this One, gave a name and form to the Unmanifest. He then 
entered different bodies beginning from that of Brahma down 
to the blade of grass, which form the loci for the fruits of actions 
and which are affected by hunger etc.” Explaining the conno¬ 
tation of this commentary, Suresvaracarya, the Vartikakara 
writes: 

6“The intention behind the very extensive appearance of 
all scriptures is to impart the knowledge of the self. These 
scriptures have an apparent contradiction in so far as the ex¬ 
pressed meaning is concerned. Since there is no such contradiction 
when the implied sense of cessation is taken into account, this 
has been stated so (by the Bha$yakara), Men by nature have a 
tendency to strive for their desired objects; the scriptural passages 
merely repeat it (apparently). Their real intention however lies 
in the cessation only.” 

(6) The same point has been corroborated in chapter 8, 
Yajna-vaibhava Khaiida of the Sutasamhita thus7— 
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“All the Vedas, Puranas, Smrtis, Bharata and other texts, 
all philosophical schools, diferent types of the Saiva, Vai§pava 
and other agamas and the personal experience of the wise—all 
converge to this one factor which can be realised by oneself; there 
is no other way (to explain them). Like the waves in an ocean 
they stand in the relation of the contradicting and the contra¬ 
dicted, in common usage. This in short, is the meaning of the 
Vedas.” 

(7) This is the inner idea— 

The sole intention of all the Darsanas—Vedic as well as 
non-Vedic—, which are very elaborate and extensive because 
of the process of objections and answers, is the attainment of the 
knowledge of the self. Certainly there is no accord among them 
regarding the enumeration of categories which differ in their num¬ 
ber such as 25 etc., and regarding the clear analysis of the real 
nature, number etc. of the means of knowledge such as ocular 
perception. Though there is mutual conflict among the waves of 
an ocean, its absence is also seen when they all merge in the 
same ocean ultimately. Such is the case with the Darsanas too 
that have originated from one Lord. Though in the common 
usage there is an apparent contradiction among them, there is no 
conflict as such because through the process of annihilating the 
sentiment of attachment (raga), they all end up in a knowledge 
of the Reality. It is the natural tendency of men to strive con¬ 
sciously for pleasurable things like heaven. There is no need to 
bring in the scriptures there. Therefore the scripture which 
enjoins such an external activity on a man becomes invalid 
because it just repeats the phenomenon already obtaining in the 
world. Therefore a text which teaches about the semblance of a 
human end such as the transitory heaven and the means thereof, 
turns out to be deceptive and loses its claim for validity. As 
such all scriptures attain validity when they refer ultimately to 
the eternal Brahman of unexcelled Bliss which is none other 
than the inner self, through a removal of attachment (raga), 
hatred (dvefa) etc. 

(8) In this connection the Carvakas argue as follows: Elements 
are only four in number, viz., earth, water, fire and air. Knowledge 
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is produced from these elements when they take the shape of 
different bodies, even as the power of inebriation is produced from 
certain seeds. When they are destroyed, knowledge also comes 
to an end. Even the sruti-text: 8“Pure knowledge rises from these 
elements and perishes along with them”, accepts the fact that 
elements possess intelligence. Body qualified by knowledge alone 
is the self. The pleasure arising from garlands, sandal paste etc. 
alone is the human objective. One need not have any doubt as 
to how joy admixed with misery can become a human end. The 
reason is that removal of it (misery) is impossible. A farmer 
collects grains along with the straw; he then removes the straw 
and takes the grains only. In the same manner one has to extract 
joy alone after removing misery (that is admixed with it). One 
who gives up pleasure on the ground that it is admixed with misery 
is a simpleton. Hell is (nothing but) the misery produced by 
disease and the like. By heaven is meant the pleasure of embracing 
one’s beloved. Emancipation is severance from the body. Percep¬ 
tual statements of the form ‘‘I am fat; I am lean; I am a man” 
and so on, which are experienced by all—from the cowherds and 
women upto the learned—are proof to the effect that body itself 
is the self. Observation of the type ‘‘my body” can be easily 
explained as tautologous as in the case of the expression “Rahu’s 
head”. 

(9) The final outcome of all this discussion is this: Many 
have a strong feeling of selfhood regarding wife, children, et.al., 
who are souls only in a secondary sense. When a man’s pet dog, 
brought up by himself dies, he grieves as if he himself is lost. When 
the bitch brought up by himself delivers, he feels delighted as if 
his own wife has delivered. But he does not grieve when the dog 
of the neighbour dies. He does not feel happy even when the 
neighbour’s wife delivers a male child. What is all this due to? 
In one case he has the strong feeling of ‘selfhood’ and in the other 
he does not have it; this is the reason. The celebrated comment at 
or (Sankara) observes— 

9‘‘When a man’s children, wife and others suffer or are happy, 
he feels ‘I alone suffer; I alone am happy’, and thus superim¬ 
poses upon himself the external qualities.” 
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Once it is shown that the sheath of Food (matter) (annamaya- 
kosa) which is the first among the five sheaths, is the self, then 
the strong attachment of selfhood towards many external and 
secondary souls such as children, wife, friends and relatives, gets 
uprooted. Removing the strong notion of selfhood in the case 
of secondary souls is the first door by which one enters the mansion 
of emancipation after realising thus—“I am the (real) existent 
self which is the same as Brahman.” Thus in a way great help 
has been rendered by the Carvaka to those desirous of liberation. 

(10) The Arhats (Jains) describe the nature of liberation 
in the following manner: 

l0“The transformation of the self which is the cause for 
putting an end to all activity is to be known as liberation with 
reference to the mental state (bhavamok$a). The distinction of 
all activity from the self is known as liberation with regard to 
matter (dravyamoksa). 

By bhavamokfa is meant the transformation of the self which 
puts and end to all activities such as shrouding of knowledge. 
Separation of all the activities from the soul is called dravyamoksa. 
Ultimately it means that liberation is the total absence of all 
connection with action. Jinadattasuri also says: u“Jina said 
that emancipation of the form of non-return is attained by the 
self in which all the eight activities are destroyed.” By 
the term “non-return” (nirvyavrtti) is denied the appearance of 
the self in the space occupied by the world of things (lokakasa.) 
Knowledge of the self becomes uncovered when all the afflictions 
and their latent impressions get destroyed. According to others, 
emancipation of the soul means its remaining in the space beyond. 
This has been mentioned by Madhavacarya in his Sarvadarsana- 
sangraha. Faith in the teaching, right knowledge and right con¬ 
duct are the means of liberation. ‘Faith in the teaching’ means 
the conclusive thinking of the type ‘this is of this form only’. 
Belief is its synonym. By Tight knowledge’ is meant the know¬ 
ledge obtained through hearing. In other words, knowledge 
of a specific type such as “this is a white object; this is a black 
object” is called ‘right knowledge’. Remaining steadily in one’s 
own self after setting aside all activities—physical, verbal and 
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mental, through right knowledge, is called ‘right conduct’. 
Concentration of the mind and meditation bring about 
the means to attain deliverance. Further, they (the Jainas) 
ordain the meditation on the sacred syllable “Om” thus: 
12“Do not move; do not speak and do not think of anything 
else, so that the soul remains concentrated or., i.e., merged in the 
soul itself. This alone forms the highest type of meditation.” 
One who meditates in this manner is called technically “ayoga- 
kevalin” (the liberated soul free from all activity). In this condi¬ 
tion the soul gets highly purified like gold subjected to the process 
of putapaka (covering with some substance and heating) and be¬ 
comes blissful. According to this school it is clear that the soul 
is of the form existence, consciousness and bliss. This js the 
school of the Arhats (Jainas). 

(11) The Samkhyas believe in the eternality of objects. The 
Madhyamikas (a school of Buddhists) believe in their non-exis- 
tence. The Naiyayikas speak of their existence as well as non¬ 
existence thus: “The objects do not come into being prior to their 
production; they come into existence only after production. Again 
they cease to exist when hit at by a means that destroys them.” 
The Vedantins adopting the theory of illusion (maya), say: “Ob¬ 
jects are neither existent nor non-existent and as such, are inde¬ 
finable. Brahman alone is of the form of Existence.” AH the 
above-mentioned philosophers are Ekantavadins. It is to refute 
them that the Jainas favour the theory of indeterminability (ane- 
kantavada). This is also called “syad-vada", (the docti-ine of 
‘may be’.) The term “syat” means “may be, somehow’’. The 
expression “syad-asti” means “it exists somehow.” So with 
other expressions also (where the term syat is involved.) This 
theory had been refuted in the section 13 “Naikasmin asambhavat” 
(Not so, on account of the impossibility in one) (of the Brahma- 
sutra). Qualities like existence and non-existence cannot inhere 
non-uniformly (as the theory would require) in a single object 
because of their mutual contradiction. If they are treated as 
the attributes of the object itself, then the object should continue 
to exist even in their absence; if however they are held to be 
identical with the object itself, then existence and non-existence 
will continue for ever. This is how the above theory h^j been 
refuted (in the Brahmasutra.) 



(12) That this school also culminates in Advaita had been 
stated by Sir S. Radhakrishnan, a great authority on Indian philo¬ 
sophy. Here is a brief resume of what he says:14 

“The Jainas take their stand on the innate nature of the Soul, 
which can be manifested when the hindrances are removed. Even 
Kumarila agrees that the soul has a natural capacity for grasping 
all things and there are ways and means by which we can develop 
this capacity. If we emphasise this aspect of Jaina Philosophy 
and remember that there is intuitional knowledge of the Kevalin 
which is higher than thought, we are led to a monism absolute 
and unlimited, which would require us to look upon the striving 
world, where all things roam about midway between reality and 
nothingness, as unreal. We can look upon the woild as real 
only when we shut out of view the highest aspect of pure spirit. If 
we recognise it, then the not-self is merely the other of self, some 
reflection thereof not quite as real as the self, something which 
is ultimately to be sublated. The world becomes then an appea¬ 
rance created by the force of the not-self. In this way we are 
led to a severe monism of the type advanced by Sankara. One 
thing, however, is clear, that it is only by stopping short at a half¬ 
way house that Jainism is able to set forth a pluralistic realism.” 

(13) Sastracarya, Jaina Bauddha Darsana Sastri, Sri 
Mohanlal Mehta states as follows about the doctrine of the 
Jainas :1S 

“Now, we come to the last stage of spiritual realisation known 
as para meaning thereby the highest. The individual now attains 
ecstasy. His activities are pure and perfect. He gradually anni¬ 
hilates all the obscuring (ghatin) karmas and attains omniscience; 
the remaining karmas are also destroyed in due course. Con¬ 
sequently all the activities of his body, speech, and mind are 
stopped. He now becomes inactive (ayogin). This stage can be 
compared to the nirvikalpaka samadhi of yoga. Immediately 
after this the self attains the final emancipation which is 
nothing but the consummation of all spiritual endeavour, the 
highest stage of spiritual realisation.” 

Thus I have shown that Advaita alone is the final purport 
of the system of the Jainas. 



(14) Now it will be shown in brief that even the different 
schools of Buddhism result in Advaita. Buddhists are fourfold 
as Vaibha§ikas, Sautrantikas, Madhyamikas and Yogacaras. The 
Vaibha$ikas accept the external object and speak of its perceptibi¬ 
lity. Those who believe in the inferred character of the external 
object are called Sautrantikas. The Yogacaras try to prove that 
the external entities are mere void and that knowledge alone exists. 
It is well known that the Madhyamikas speak of knowledge also 
as a void. It is further known that according to them, liberation 
is the cessation of knowledge itself which constitutes the self. Some 
among the Buddhists hold that liberation is a flux or flow of 
knowledge which, being free from contact with objects, is pure. 
The means of liberation in any case are the fourfold concept—the 
concept of momentariness, the concept of void, concept of misery 
and concept of uniqueness. 

18“Though impartite, the soul which is of the form of thinking, 
appears to possess the distinction of the knower and the known due 
to erroneous views”. 

The Yogacaras say that due to misapprehension of knowledge, 
a distinction has wrongly been created in terms of knowledge, 
knower and the known. The Madhyamikas hold that both the 
knowledge and the known are void because knowledge by nature 
should have an object; but since there is no object in reality, 
knowledge also is non-existent. “Momentariness” (k§anikatva) 
means, perishing in the next moment. Momentariness and the 
painful nature of worldly objects are emphasised with a view to 
bring in intense detachment from the binding agents. One would 
wish for the objects of enjoyment if they were permanent, pleasur¬ 
able or instrumental to pleasure. There will not be any desire 
when objects perish every moment. Who will purchase a horse 
that is on the verge of death? The Buddha gave his instruction 
according to the maturity of the minds of his disciples. Thus it 
is said:17“The instructions of the masters of the world are in 
keeping with the intellectual capabilities of the beings”. He 
expounded the momentariness of objects with the intention of 
creating disinterestedness in those who were extremely outworldly 
(materialistic) in approach. Lord Buddha proved that 
all knowledge was momentary with a view to intensify the spirit of 
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detachment among those who had already developed it with 
reference to the external objects. An intense type of vairagya is 
necessary for attaining a knowledge of the truth which is the means 
of release. Strictly speaking, denial of the external objects was 
not intended by the Buddha. In the same way, it was not his 
intention either to deny the soul which is eternal and of the form 
of consciousness. Rumania Bhatta the author of the Mlmamsa 
Slokavdrtika states thus in the section where the niralambana 
concept is discussed: 

18“Real instruction in righteousness (dharma) etc. for the 
disciple cannot take place unless the distinction between dharma 
and adhartna is accepted; therefore practically speaking, the Bud¬ 
dhists accept difference. This had been clearly mentioned by them 
in another text.” 

Parthasarathimisra, the author of Nyayaratnakara, observes; 
19‘‘Buddha himself had stated in the work called Sadharma that ex¬ 
ternal objects do exist.” Sucaritamisra, the commentator on the 
Vartika also observes: 20“The reality of the objects of the world 
had been cleaily accepted by them (the Buddhists) in another 
work. Based upon this, the Sautrantika (school of Buddhism) 
propounded the existence of external things.” It is therefore 
clear that the establishment of momentariness with reference to 
external objects, their refutation, and the momentary character 
of knowledge was done by the Buddhists, only to effect an ex¬ 
tremely intense feeling of disinterestedness. 

(15) This idea had been stated clearly by Kumarila Bhatta, 
at the end of his discussion on the niralambana- theory, as follows: 

ll“The Buddhists created a wrong notion lacking in reason, 
and then rifuted the truth of external objects in this fashion. 
This was done with a view to put an end to all consideration (for 
the objects). However, others understood this in a different 
manner.” 

Sucaritamisra explains this Vartika thus: 
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22“We do not consider that this notion was propounded by 
the Buddhists who understood the truth, in the real sense of the 
term. They denied the truth of external objects with a view 
to remove all care and consideration for the worldly things, having 
for that purpose, first propounded this idea which is basically 
false and lacking in reason. This is on the line of the Upani§adic 
text which states: ‘The Brahman is one alone without a second.’ 
But the later Buddhists wrongly took it as the conclusive view 
of the Buddha.” Here Sucaritamisra cited the sruti text “ekameva 
advitiyam” etc. from the Mimamsaka view point because they 
do not accept the oneness of the self believing as they do in the 
plurality of souls. We are going to demonstrate that even for 
the Mimarhsakas Advaita alone is the final intention. Com¬ 
menting on the above Vartika “The Buddhists created a wrong 
notion...” etc. Bhatta Umbeka says: 24“He (Kumarila) says in 
the verse beginning with ‘yuktyanupetam’, that even in the case 
of the Buddhist system the real intention was not properly grasped. 
The Buddha who realised the Truth, somehow gave currency to a 
notion which is fundamentally false and devoid of all reason, to 
make it an accessory for the success of worldly life. His main 
intention was to control and check somehow or other the world 
given to undue attachment (to pleasures). Now that the Buddha’s 
intention is known, do not understand the truth in a wrong way and 
do not beundulyattached(tothe worldly object?).” Now we have 
to consider the statement of Sucaritamisra that the ‘Buddhists 
understood the truth’ and that of Bhatta Umbeka that ‘the Buddha 
realised the truti’. Even while accepting the existence of the 
external objects they speak of their reality only in a restricted 
sense but not ultimately. It is accepted that in the state of release 
there is a flux o' flow of knowledge untainted by objects. It is 
concluded that Ihe objects quickly appearing and disappearing 
which do not shine forth in such a condition, must be illusory. 
This illusory chzracter itself is called by another term“existence 
in a restricted seise”. By holding that a stream of the sum total 
of our conscioujness constitutes the self and that beginningless 
latent impressions are the basis, they indirectly accept the existence 
of the self which is immutable and imperishable. Thus it means 
that external objects are unreal and knowledge alone is ultimately 
real. So even tie doctrine of the Yogacaras results in Advaita. 
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(16) Then what is the motive in proving all entities as momen¬ 
tary? It has already been said that it was to bring in an unshakable 
sense of non-attachment. We find that the authors of sastras 
present the facts otherwise with a view to attain the desired result. 
Thus Sabarasvamin, the commentator on the Mimaihsa aphorisms 
said that knowledge is inferential while commenting on the 
Autpattika-sutra: 25“First buddhi arises; an object is not known 
before this. Sometimes it so happens that even a known object 
is referred to as unknown. Without reference to an object, 
there is no apprehension of form by the intellect. So knowledge 
by itself cannot be an object of reference. That which cannot 
be referred to cannot even be subject to perception. So knowledge 
cannot be perceived”. Knowledge cannot be comprehended unless 
with reference to an object. So one has to first cognise the object 
and then by means of the “manifestedness” that inheres in the 
object, one has to infer the knowledge with reference to that object. 
By “manifested-ness” is meant the relation between knowledge 
and the object, which, inhering in the object, becomes self-manifest. 
So there is no room for infinite regress. They also say that it is 
an object of mental perception. But as a matter of fact, knowledge, 
like “manifested-ness”, is also self-manifest. Once knowledge 
has arisen, nobody doubts whether he knows or not; nor does he 
understand otherwise that he does not know. Instead of assuming 
the property of “manifested-ness’ as born out of knowledge and 
again positing the quality self-manifestation on it, it is better to 
assume knowledge itself as self-manifest. But refuting the self¬ 
manifestation of knowledge and proving it as inferential was done 
with a definite purpose. If knowledge were inferential and not 
perceptual, then to which can we apply perceptibility? It cannot 
be knowledge, because it is to be inferred. So it means that the 
external object aloneb ecomes perceptible. By proving the 
existence and perceptibility of the objects, the Yogacara school 
stands refuted. Kumarila Bhatta refuted the existence of Isvara 
(the Lord) in his Slokavartika. His real intention was to refute the 
view that the Lord can be proved through inference. Though an 
agent for the world can be inferred on the strength of effects, one 
may doubt whether the whole world has only one creator as in the 
case of pot etc. or many, as in the case of palace etc. In such a 
case, Srutis like26“Dyavaprthivi” (the Lord who created heaven 
and earth is one) alone form the proof; and inference cannot 
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prove the existence of a single Lord for the world. Even Logicians 
mainain that number and such other features pertaining to the 
Lord can be proved only through verbal authority. Thus even 
the \ogacara Buddhists who accept the eternal nature of knowledge, 
try t) prove its impermanence only to create a strong feeling of 
non-ittachment among the followers. 

J7) Among the Buddhists, Madhyamikas are considered 
important. This is their doctrine: Cessation of misery is the thing 
desired for. Prajfia or right knowledge is the means thereof. This 
is tvofold as a means, and as the result. Right knowledge 
constituting the means is again twofold—as pertaining to the 
liberated; and as pertaining to the living beings on earth. Hear¬ 
ing, thinking and contemplating, when practised one by one, 
give rise to right knowledge in the man on earth; this knowledge 
in turn, removes both the obscuring covers and produces know¬ 
ledge characterised by enlightenment bereft of all mental imposi¬ 
tions. It is this (ultimate) knowledge that puts an end to misery. 
By ‘misery’ (dufrkha) is meant the threefold suffering beginning 
with the physical, caused by conditions like birth and death, 
disease and old age, separation from what one desires and asso¬ 
ciation with the undesired, etc. By “putting an end to’’ is meant 
cessation total and final. Through right knowledge as the means, 
one sees everything in this world as a dream-illusion and will 
understand that all objects are devoid of essence. Thereafter 
one attains the supreme truth. When the train of evils along with 
its former impressions thus ceases to exist, mok$a or liberation 
which in other words is the total annihilation of all misery, sets in. 

Reality is of two types: conventional (or practical) and transcen¬ 
dental (or final). Ignorance alone shows an entity which does not 
really exist, and shrouds the one that exists. That which has been 
projected by it is called ‘samvrti’ i.e., “screened” or “seeming” 
truth. This itself is referred to as “conventional truth as related to 
thie world.” It is called so because “it is a reality experienced when 
thie world is ‘covered”. Again this ‘samvrti’ is twofold from practical 
considerations as “true samvrti” and “illusory samvrti”. Pot 
amd such other objects cognised by defectless sense-organs like 
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the eye are known to be real from the view point of practical ex¬ 
perience. But tiger etc. shown by a magician, water in the mirage, 
reflected image and the like, cognised by defective eye etc. are 
illusory from the view point of practical experience. Thus it 
is said— 

27“That which is cognised by the world (i.e., the people) 
through the six sense-organs without any defect, is the practical 
reality. The rest which is otherwise is treated as illusory again 
from the view point of practical experience.” 

Both types of the ‘samvrti’ — reality are unreal for 
persons possessed of right knowledge. For those who have 
realised the transcendental truth, “practical” reality is a myth. 
The highest truth does not present itself to the ignorant. 

Now: what is meant by the ‘highest truth’ (paramartha)? 
It means the highest—best type of truth. In other words it means 
the real and non-artificial form of an entity by attaining which 
one gets rid of afflictions along with their impressions. Sunyata 
(void) and ‘tathatti’ (true s state of things) are its synonyms. This 
is how ‘transcendental truth’ is defined. This transcendental reality 
can be explained as that which is beyond all experience without 
any particularity, unproduced, unobstructed, devoid of such 
distinctions as the name and the namable, knowledge and the 
knowable, and that which has gone beyond the objectivity of 
omniscience possessed of all forms and distinctions. That reality 
is beyond the ken of all alternatives because it is free from all types 
of distinctions such as existence and non-existence, feeling of 
one’s own and that of others, truth and untruth, eternal and non- 
eternal, permanent and impermanent, joy and grief, purity and 
impurity, emptiness and non-emptiness, self and not-self, the 
defined and the defining, oneness and plurality, and origination 
and obstruction. All these features pertain only to the world 
of practical experience. Since this Reality can be experienced 
by the wise alone in their individualca pacity, being of 
self-evident character, no body can explain it in so many words. 
How can anyone for that matter explain an entity which is free 
from all distinctions and modalities and which is unaffected by 
any adjunct? Words produce knowledge which is determinate. 
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But an entity free from all distinctions cannot be the object of 
language (words). Inspite of this the truth is somehow presented 
with suitable illustrations from the practical view point, out of 
compassion for the listeners (lay men). So it is stated— 

28“How can listening or instruction take place regarding 
Truth which is beyond words? Still it may be heard and taught 
through superimposition or transference.” 

Ultimate truth is taught only from the plane of practical 
truth. It is only through instruction that ultimate truth is attained. 
So says Nagarjuna— 

29“No instruction is imparted of the ultimate Reality 
without any reference to practical experience. Without attaining 
or realising the ultimate Reality, nirvana (emacnipation) cannot 
be obtained.” 

Practical or conventional reality is the means; transcendental 
or ultimate reality is the goal by attaining which Bliss is achieved. 

(19) What is emancipation? By emancipation is meant 
the extinction or non-activity of all diversities or phenomena and 
their causes. It is ‘Siva’ because it is by nature tranquil. The 
“tranquillity of diversity” results from the non-functioning of 
words. “Siva” (lit. ‘that in which all things lie down’) results 
from the non-functioning of the mind. 

The condition of “peace” (siva) takes place by the non-func¬ 
tioning of afflictions or in other words, the non-operation of 
birth. There is cessation of the world by the non-apprehension 
of the knowable; there is “peace” by the non-apprehension of 
knowledge. Thus it is said— 

80By “Siva” (Quiet) is meant the non-functioning of all 
cognitions—the cessation of the world of diversity. 

(20) If the ultimate reality cannot be expressed through 
words then how did the Buddha himself instruct others? The 
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answer for this was given by Nagarjuna thus —31“Nowhere 
and to nobody was any dharam taught by the Buddha.” All 
this is the mere imagination of people steeped in the 
slumber of ignorance, dreaming as it were. The expression that 
“the Buddha did not teach” may also be understood in another 
way. Even as the difference of sweetness experienced while 
tasting sugarcane, jaggery etc. cannot be explained through langu¬ 
age even by the Goddess of Learning as “this sweetness belongs 
to this, and this to this”, cognisable as it is personally by all 
(as one’s own taste), so also the ultimate reality has to be known 
(experienced) by each and every person by himself; it cannot 
be taught through the medium of words; this is the meaning 
of the expression “not taught by the Buddha.” 

(21) The doctrine of the Madhyamikas has been presented 
in brief. Their procedure mostly follows that of the Vedantins. 
There is much in common between these two schools such as— 
reality of the ultimate, illusory character of its opposite, twofold 
division of the illusory—which the Vedantins call empirical reality 
and reflectional reality—the superimposition of the illusory object 
on the real, the cessation or absence of all diversity in the real, 
its being “peaceful” (auspicisious), its cognisability through 
‘hearing, thinking, meditating’ etc., and its being beyond the realm 
of words. Among these schools we find a difference only in ter¬ 
minology but not in the content. Even the teaching of the Buddha 
on the ultimate reality which runs thus— 

32“He said—‘Sir, teach me Brahman.” He kept quiet. 
He indeed asked him a second time and a third time.—‘We are 
teaching you. But you are not able to grasp it. This self is 
still”, closely resembles the Upani§ad, “that from which words 
withdraw along with mind, being unable to reach it.”33 

The view that there can be no instiuction for emancipation 
and that as such the reality of emancipation is itself far removed,* 
agrees with that of the Vedantins who say thus— 

* as according to Vedanta every one is inherently free but imagines 
himself to be bound due to the action of the upadhis (limiting adjuncts). 
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34“There is no hindrance and no origination; there is 
none bound and none aspiring; there is none desirous of release 
and none that is released—this is the highest truth.” 

(22) Then where is the difference between the Madhyamikas 
and the Vedantins? The Vedantins accept the validity of the Vedas 
and prove the Reality on the lines shown by the Vedas; the Madhya¬ 
mikas on the other hand, describe the truth according to the path 
shown by the Tripitaka—texts. The former accept the individual 
soul as eternal and of the form of existence, consciousness and 
bliss and then try to show its identity with Brahman of the form of 
existence—consciousness—bliss, with the help of Mahavakyas 
like “Tattvamasi” (“That thou art”). The latter, on the other 
hand, deny the self as follows: 

35“The philosophers posit the self (differently) as eternal, 
as an agent, enjoyer, free from qualities and activities, on the 
basis of certain Vedic texts. This is how (different) philosophers 
came to adopt different procedures. But a realised soul however, 
sees clearly all the afflictions and evils as arising from the physical 
body; he also knows that the soul cannot be an object of those 
conditions. This leads to his denying the soul in fine”. 

Santarak$ita states in his Tattvasangraha— 

36“This is what Sugata (Buddha) intended at the very 
outset by describing the condition of soul-lessness. As such 
Tathagata (Buddha) stands foremost among all philosophers”. 

The Vedantas teach the truth by positive expressions like 
37“Brahman is Truth, Knowledge and Infinity” and ““Brahman is 
Knowledge and Bliss”, and also through negative expressions 
such as, 39“Not so, not so”, and 40“Not big, nor subtle” etc. The 
Madhyamikas believe in imparting truth only by the negative 
method. Vedantins hold that the ultimate reality is to be indicated 
by such characteristics as existence, consciousness, and bliss. The 
Madhyamikas say that it is to be indicated by the absence of all 
afflictions. It is however clear that practically speaking there 
is much difference between them. Suresvaracarya, the author 
of the Vartika, stated that the Buddha accepted the existence of 
the soul, thus— 
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41“By declaring the impermanence of external objects and the 
absence of misery, the Buddha strives to put an end to attachment 
(raga) etc., but not to deny the existence of the self”. 

Anandagiri introduces the above karika-verse questioning as 
to how the system of the Vainasikas (nihilists or the Buddhists) could 
be interpreted as resulting in the knowledge of the soul because it 
is said by them thus:42 

“People become emancipated by following the path of nai- 
ratmya (that there is nothing called self as such): that is why 
this is being discussed in detail here”. 

Anandagiri himself shows that the import of the Buddhist 
philosophy is in the knowledge of the inner self obtained through 
a sense of detachment by holding all the external things as im¬ 
permanent. Thus he says: 43“The ultimate import of the words 
of the Buddha is in the highest human end viz., the cessation of 
all worldly misery, through a correct knowledge of the four noble 
truths such as momentariness, absence or cessation of the self, 
etc.” 

From the way in which Suresvara and others have put it, 
it is abundantly clear that the ultimate purport of the Buddhist 
school is Advaita. It has also been shown that this is so even 
according to the school of the Madhyamikas. 

(21) Suresvara while showing that all the scriptures and 
sciences have got the only aim of bringing in an awareness of the 
inner consciousness viz., the self, observes: 

44“There cannot be any contradiction for the validity of 
the treatises of Viitsyayana and others also on the above ground 
provided they are shown to inculcate the knowledge of the one 
self.” 

In saying so, he (Suresvara) has made it clear that even the 
Kamasutra (treatise on Erotics) composed by Vatsyayana attains 
validity through its import in knowledge oft he self. A means 
of knowledge (pramaija) is described as that which teaches about 
a thing unknown. The self is itself an unknown entity. As 
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such it means that to have claim for validity, it must be shown 
to end in a knowledge concerning the self. Vatsyayana says: 

““Knowing about virtue, material welfare, love, and the 
affairs of the world, a man of wisdom does not take to any action 
out of attachment. 

““Practising dharma, artha and kama in this manner one 
attains great bliss here and hereafter. 

47 So a skilled and wise man who keeps an eye on dharma 
and artha and practises kama without attachment will be a success 
in life.” 

In this way Vatsyayana makes it evident that the import 
of his treatise is in bringing in a knowledge of the truth, through 
putting an end to raga or attachment. As regards the contact 
with women expounded by him in his treatise is concerned, he 
himself states that it was calculated to arouse the feeling of vai- 
ragya, thus— 

““Regarding certain acts contrary to good conduct are con- 
cerned (which have been mentioned here), they were dealt with 
to keep in with the topic under discussion. These very acts were 
forbidden (by me) here itself in the following pages”. 

Realisation of the self as different from the sheaths of vital 
airs and mind forms the intermediate result of the above exposition 
of the systems dealt with in brief. In the course of dealing with 
the non-Vedic systems we have also shown that the import of the 
Kamasastra also is in Advaita. This is going to be demonstrated 
in brief in the case of the Vedic systems in the following pages. 

(22) The refutation of the Carvakas and Jainas at the hands 
of the adorable son of Parasara (Badarayana) and the commenta¬ 
tors on his Aphorisms (i.e., Brahmasutra) is quite justified because 
they do not clearly show that the ultimate reality is based upon 
a visible substratum. But how can the refutation of the Madhya- 
mikas be justified in as much as they accept an ultimate leality 
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and say clearly that everything else is superimposed thereon? 
The objection that crops up is that they speak of Advaita itself 
in a different way. 

This is the answer: The Madhyamikas do not accept the au¬ 
thority of the Vedas. They posit an undifferentiated ultimate 
reality as the substratum through mere logic. This type of 
assumption is really the semblance of assumption. The assumption 
of an unseen entity may go well if it is done in accordance 
with the factors seen practically. Moreover, if a thing is posited, 
it naturally admits distinctions. We have not seen so far an 
assumption without any distinction or differentiation. The illu¬ 
sory character of duality which is understood through perception 
and other means of knowledge cannot be proved unless and until 
a permanent reality is accepted. Thus when the objects cognised 
through perception and other means of knowledge are likely to 
be accepted as real, the authoritative sruti text alone proves the 
existence of a permanent substratum wherein all the seeming 
objects are denied. It is for this purpose that the Bha$yakara 
(Sankara) states: “The aphorism ‘janmadyasya yatah’ (That from 
which origin etc. of this world takes place, is Brahman) has been 
framed not to introduce inference as a valid means of knowledge; 
this is so because the purpose of the aphorisms is to string to¬ 
gether the flowers in the form of the Vedanta texts. On the other 
hand, this aphorism is meant for deciding the real connotation 
of the passage ‘that from which these beings are born...’etc.” 
In the aphorism 48“sastrayonitvat” (This is so because the 
Brahman is the source of the scriptures; or scrip tures are the 
only means of knowing the Brahman), the author says that 
scripture such as the Rgveda etc. is alone the means of 
knowing Brahman. The commentator (Sankara) states that 
through the means of knowledge viz., the scripture alone, 
Brahman the source of origination, etc. for the world can be 
understood. In the aphorism 49“ Also in consequence of the 
inconclusiveness of reasoning; should it be said that inference is 
to be carried on in a different way; (we reply) even then also it 
follows that (the objection raised) is not got ridoff.”, he 
(Sankara) justified the fact that Brahman cannot be understood 
through reasoning with reference to the means of knowledge etc., 
as follows: 
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“One should not try to prove things beyond the ken of know¬ 
ledge; however skilled the persons that infer may be, the object 
or truth thus inferred can still be proved otherwise by some others 
better equipped than the former.” 

He further stated in the course of his work that this parti¬ 
cular entity (viz., the self) cannot be cognised by perception because 
it does not possess colour etc. It cannot be inferred too because 
it does not have any probans (reason). Thus he proved that 
inference does not operate in the case of the Brahman. Thus if 
the authority of the Vedas is not accepted, there can be no clear 
criterion for the ultimate denial of the existing objects; as such, 
duality sanctioned by such means of knowledge as perception 
would alone become real. In such a case it will not be possible 
to accept the existence of the twofold reality (as conventional 
and ultimate) advocated by the Madhyamikas. This is how the 
Madhyamika doctrine had been criticised (by Sankara). It cannot 
be accepted as an ultimate reality on the authority of the 
Omniscient Buddha, because he too was a human being and 
a doubt arises that such a statement could have been made 
by a man subject to delusion and the like. This doubt in turn 
produces a sense of invalidity which devours as it were the con¬ 
viction of validity. This results in the non-attainment of correct 
and firm knowledge. But in the case of the Vedas however, the 
fact that they were not the work of any human being gets established 
since there is no recollection of the author’s name in their case 
(as we find in other texts). They thus give rise to valid knowledge 
free from all doubts regarding their authoritativeness. There¬ 
fore through the sruti itself we come to know the existence of the 
non-dual Brahman which is the ultimate criterion for the denial 
of all external objects and which is the basis of all those objects. 
Again through the sruti itself we arrive at the truth that all the 
world of duality is illusory. So there is no difficulty whatsoever 
for those who rely on the authority of the Vedas, in proving the 
existence of the non-dual Brahman which is characterised by 
lixistence-Consciousness-Bliss-Infinity. 
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LECTURE TWO 

On! Prostrations to the assembly. Distinguished audience! 
So far I showed that the Carvaka and other non-Vedic systems of 
philosophy gradually show their import in the Advaita. Now 
I shall try to show the same with reference to the Vedic systems 
such as Saihkhya and Yoga. 

Isvarakrsna the author of 70 Karikason the Samkhya school 
says: 

1“From the affliction by threefold misery arises the in¬ 
quiry into the means of putting an end to it; if it be said that it 
is fruitless, the means being already known through perception, 
no (we reply), because there is no certainty or finality in them. 

The scriptural means of terminating the misery is also like 
the perceptible; it is linked whit impurity, destruction and 
surpassability. Different from and superior to it is the means 
derived from the discriminative knowledge of the evolved, the 
unevolved and the knower.” 

Those who are afflicted by the threefold misery—adhyatmika 
(resulting from the physical body), adhidaivika (resulting from 
divine agencies) and adhibhautika (produced by other beings or 
elements) will have a natural desire to know about the means 
that can put an end to the above. It cannot be said that a visible 
means can remove the above threefold misery, because even when 
implemented, the visible means sometimes do not produce the 
desired effect. Even if it is (misery) removed, it is seen to recur 
after some time. Therefore ultimate or absolute removal of 
misery cannot be achieved through a visible means. Jyoti§toma 
and other means presented by the Vedas, the best among valid 
means of knowledge, is no doubt a source of attaining absolute 
rewards; still it is found to be admixed with misery and not quite 
unexcelled in character; they produce results which are subject to 
termination. Therefore one should, with discrimination, know 
the evolved, the uncvolved and the spirit, establish them with the 
help of scriptural reasonings and have a direct vision as a conse¬ 
quence. Through the last mentioned (direct vision) absolute 
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cessation of misery takes place. The Samkhyas consider that 
as emancipation (mok$a) itself. They maintain the doctrine of 
pre-existent effect (satkaryavada). They do not accept the 
anterior non-existence of an effect before its production, nor even 
its destruction in the advent of the causes that destroy it. Prior 
to the production of an effect, its subtle condition is present in 
its material cause. It is manifested by the operation of the pro¬ 
ductive factors. Manifestation alone is referred to as production. 
An effect does not come into being if a non-existent factor happens 
to be the cause. When the destroying agent presents itself, 
then it (the effect) remains in its material cause in a subtle con¬ 
dition. An effect that has passed its state of existence is referred 
to as ‘lost’ or ‘ceased’ (extinct). Therefore by the expression 
“affliction by threefold misery” is meant the past condition of 
miseries in the absolute sense. Thus by a proper knowledge of 
matter (prakfti) and spirit (purufa) all the miseries would have 
been ultimately destroyed; thereafter misery would not recur in 
any way; this, according to the Samkhyas is mokfa. 

There is a respective distinction regarding birth, death and 
sense-organs like the mind. If there is only one spirit controlling 
all the bodies, then if one being is born, all would be born. If 
one person dies, all would be dead. If one is deaf, none else 
would be able to hear. But this is not our experience. If one 
body tries or moves then all other bodies should move simultane¬ 
ously. If the spirit were one alone, then the fixed distinctness 
noticed by us that some are serene, others active and still others 
inactive, cannot be accounted for. Thus plurality of souls be¬ 
comes established on the ground that there must be as many 
souls as there are bodies. The soul (purufa) here is of the form 
of knowledge itself but not the substratum of it, as for Naiya- 
yikas and others. It is also held that the soul is marked by the 
total absence of the threefold misery. 

Then, how is misery experienced? Though matter and the 
spirit are entirely different from each other, being inert and 
conscious respectively, the spirit thinks that itself experiences 
bondage and release which actually belong to prakrti (matter). 
Bondage and emancipation pertaining to the inert matter are 
figuratively transferred to the soul, even as the victory and defeat 
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belonging to a servant (soldier) are superimposed upon the king. 
If the right knowledge regarding the distinction of matter and 
spirit is resorted to for a long time uninterruptedly, then direct 
vision in the form of their being two distinct entities will set in. 
Then due to the destruction of the non-discrimination between 
matter and spirit which is the source of the worldly existence, one 
gets released. It is true that delusion and its series of latent 
impressions are without a beginning. Still, they can be destroyed 
by the direct experience of strong discrimination though with a 
beginning. Direct vision of the reality is of the form “I am not; 
not mine; not I”. By the expression “I am not”, all internal 
activities such as will and decision and all external functions such 
as speaking and accepting are denied with reference to the self. 
The expression “not I” removes the sense of agency regarding all 
actions. We understand that the word “aham” (I) means an 
“agent” because we undertand it so in such expressions as “aham 
janami” (I know) and “aham yaje” (I sacrifice). Since activity 
in general is denied, it is deduced that agency in general is denied. 
When the soul realises thus— “I am not matter, the procreator 
characterised by change; on the other hand I am puru§a, the 
immutable; hence I am not an agent (of any action); since there 
is no agency in general, I have no ownership with reference to 
anything”, nothing else remains to be known. If this dawning of 
discrimination is strong, it applies to enjoyment and knowledge, 
the products of matter; then matter stops functioning since nothing 
remains to be produced. The soul by nature, is free from activity 
and distinct from matter. In the school of the Sathkhyas matter 
is eternal and so is the puru§a; as a result, their contact which is 
eternal may be understood as resulting in wordly existence which 
cannot be avoided. But this “contact” is not a quality as for the 
Naiyayikas; were it so, the above objection may hold good. It 
means here “suitability” or “ability”. This “ability” in the case 
of the puru$a is his being as “consciousness” and in the case of 
matter, it is its being “inert” and an “object”. Though they are 
both eternal, that matter (prakrti) which does not give rise to 
right knowledge, may be taken as producing sound and such other 
experiences; then wrong knowledge, which is the source (seed) 
of sound and other objects of experience will be present there. 
When through right knowledge the seed is destroyed, there is no 
room for the objects of experience like sound. Even right know- 
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ledge is a form of prakrti itself. Due to ignorance alone the soul 
thinks of Prakrti thus—“this is mine; this is for my sake”. When 
the erroneous knowledge is destroyed through correct knowledge, 
the self also remains unaffected by the correct knowledge. By 
virtue of the direct realisation of truth, merits and demerits 
acquired in many previous births and those acquired in the present 
birth prior to the rise of right knowledge, will not be powerful 
enough to produce any result in the form of species, life and 
experience of pleasure and pain, like burnt seeds which cannot 
produce any sprout. The body continues to exist for sometime 
in the case of a man even after the rise of correct knowledge by 
the force of the acquired merits or demerits, even as the potter’s 
wheel keeps rotating for sometime due to the speed even after he 
has stopped rotating it. 

The sruti text says:— 

2“I shall remain here only so long as I shall not be released 
(from the bonds of ignorance.) Then I shall come home.” 

When the enjoyment based upon the previous acts is over, the 
body also perishes. Prakrti (matter) having thus provided the fullest 
enjoyment for him stops functioning. Then, being freed absolutely 
from the miseries the puru$a (spirit) becomes aloof (kevalin). 

This is the explanation given by the Samkhyas. In this school 
since the self is accepted as consciousness in essence, self-mani¬ 
festation is evident. If it were to be illumined by other factors, 
then it will become a mere object and inert thereby. It is also 
of the form of existence because no character of witnessing can 
be attributed to an entity which does not exist like the hare’s horn. 
The self is devoid of the limitations of time and space because of 
the qualities of etemality and omnipresence respectively. Since 
matter and many other sentient beings are accepted, limitation 
with reference to objects characterised by contact other objects 
having the same state of existence comes into picture as in the 
case of the Advaita. Still this is the intention of the 
Samkhyas: It is accepted by all schools of thought that the cog¬ 
nition of an object depends upon the means of knowledge. In 
the state of the “aloofness” (kaivalya) of a self, the matter would 
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have become inactive in so far as that particular self is concerned. 
So it will not be able to know anything as distinct from itself, 
there being no relation of cause and effect. If it knows so, 
then there would be no difference between the liberated and the 
one in the worldly existence. When a second entity is not cog¬ 
nised it means that the second does not exist at all; since the second 
entity is seen and lost thus, it turns out to be illusory. This way 
it is easy to show that there is no limitation from the view of other 
entities also (for the self) since then there would be no second 
entity having the same condition of existence as the self. That this 
condition is characterised by bliss will be made clear while examining 
the import of the Yoga school. Thus for the Samkhyas also the 
self can ultimately be shown as existent-blissful-conscious-and 
infinite, having the import in Advaita only. However it was 
not clearly stated so because even when unity of the soul is accepted, 
the inequity in the case of pleasure and pain which is dependent 
upon the delimiting adjuncts (different bodies) will continue; 
as such the less qualified aspirants may not have the necessary 
stability of mind. The theory of plurality of souls is propounded 
for their sake. It is true that all the systems of philosophy are 
converging towards the oneness of the soul; still the treatment is 
based upon the qualification of the aspirant; the method adopted 
differs according to the qualification. 

Even the followers of Patanjali’s system (Yoga) speak of a 
method which is same as that of the Samkhyas. That is why 
philosophers speak of Samkhya and Yoga as ‘same’. The followers 
of Patanjali describe the supreme Ruler (Isvara) as a distinct 
spirit, untouched by afflictions, actions, deserts and impressions. 
The Saihkhyas do not accept such a Lord. This is the reason 
in the Samkhyas being referred to as “Nirisvara-Sathkhyas” (those 
who do not accept a Lord for the universe.). They also do 
not admit of meditation etc. on the Lord. The followers 
of the Yoga system describe the form of the soul thus: 3“The 
spectator is absolute sentience and though pure, still sees through 
the colouring of the intellect.” This is the meaning of the apho¬ 
rism: Matter and its modifications are the ‘seen’ things; their 
‘seer’ is the Puru§a (spirit). He is of the form of consciousness 
only. By ‘only’ it is meant that he is not associated with any 
quality. He gets reflected in the intellect which serves as the 
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mirror. By the intellect which gets united with the reflection 
of the seer, sound and other objects are perceived. Intellect 
undergoes change; the soul does not undergo any change. In¬ 
tellect is for the sake of others; it helps the puru$a get enjoyment 
and release. The soul is not for the sake of others; it does not 
exist for anybody else for that matter; intellect is possessed of the 
three constituents (gunas); purusa is free from them. Being 
reflected in the intellect, though by itself not transferred to it, 
knowledge functions through the mental forms as if it were 
transferred to it. Puru§a is the owner, the seen object is what is 
owned. The conjunction of the puru§a with it is for the purpose of 
seeing it. The cognition of the seen objects is called experience. 
The attainment of‘his’ own form by the seer is the cause for his 
release. Mok§a means the condition in which the soul remains dist¬ 
inct from intellect etc. in its original form. Avidya (ignorance) 
is in the form of latent impressions of wrong knowledge. If 
this type of knowledge comes into contact with the soul, grief 
sets in. When through right knowledge comprising the distinct¬ 
ness of the sattva and the puru$a, the source of misery is removed, 
grief gets removed and the self remains in its original and natural 
form. By mediate knowledge obtained through hearing, the 
soul understands the distinction between the buddhi and the 
puru$a. Then by thinking over it he removes all probable 
doubts in this matter. Then with the help of contemplation 
(bhavana) which is resorted to for a long time without any break 
and with great stability, right knowledge of the form of direct 
perception (sak$atkara) takes place. By this direct perception 
illusory knowledge gets annihilated along with its former im¬ 
pressions. Since it does not rise again and since the avoidable 
grief along with its cause is put an end to, the soul is said to be 
released. Though the matter (prakrti) is one, intellect etc. differ 
with different puru§as. At the time of cosmic dissolution all the 
latent impressions get into the primordial matter (pradhana). 
At the time of creation this primordial nature gives rise to parti¬ 
cular intellect along with its impressions as connected or asso¬ 
ciated with a particular self. So, even if the mind-stuff (citta) 
stops functioning at the time of cosmic dissolution, it still possesses 
the impressions. Cessation of the mind along with its impressions 
is possible only through right knowledge; there is no other way 
lor it. Therefore the followers of the Yoga school describe mok$a 
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or release as the remaining of the soul in its original form, marked 
by the cessation of the mind (citta-nivrtti). 

4“Though destroyed for him whose goal has been gained, 
yet it is not destroyed, being common to others”, is an aphorism 
of the Yoga. Though Nature is destroyed as it were with reference 
to a soul that has attained right knowledge in the state of release, 
it is not destroyed in the case of another soul that has not ob¬ 
tained the right knowledge; because Nature is common to many 
other souls (there being a large number of souls). 

This is the idea—The grammatical root “nas” has the sense 
of “invisibility”. By one in whom the right knowledge has 
set in, the ‘visible’ objects are not seen. What is the reason? 
Because with reference to those objects fit to be seen, the cause 
that stands in their way, viz., non-visibility has been removed 
by the right knowledge of that particular soul. When the cause 
has ceased, the visible objects do not manifest. Though Nature 
is one in principle, mahat (intellect) and the like differ from soul 
to soul, according to the followers of the Yoga school. The 
factor that binds the soul is the visible object pertaining to that 
particular intellect etc. Therefore in the state of release, 
there is no ‘second’ entity shining forth. There is then no duality 
which is solely dependent upon this manifestation. In other 
words it results in non-duality (advaita). The contact between 
the seer and the seen cannot be taken as non-eternal because with 
reference to another soul in which the right knowledge has not 
developed, such a contact is to be admitted. This is what is 
stated by Vacaspatimisra in the Tattavavaisaradi: 5“It is true 
that in the case of one self the contact with mahat (intellect) 
has ceased; still it has not ceased in the case of another 
intellect and another self;” therefore it (the contact) is termed 

eternal.” 

The Yoga school also holds that the self which is of the form 
of eternal consciousness is of the form of bliss. So says 
Patafijali in the VibhCtipada of his Yogasutras: 6“By perceiving 
the previous impressions comes knowledge of the past lives.” Here 
is a story: The adorable Jaigi§avya had a direct perception of the 
impressions (samskaras) and as a result, he had the discriminatory 
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knowledge of the different births he had in the former ten cosmic 
creations. Then the adorable sage Avatya said to him: ‘Because 
of your unobstructed mental strength you saw in the past ten 
cosmic creations, the misery born out of your births in the hell 
and animal species; you also saw likewise in the case of human 
and divine births again and again. Of the misery and happiness 
thus experienced by you, which did you experience more?’ Jai- 
gi$avya answered thus to the adorable Avatya: ‘In the ten bygone 
great creations, due to my unbridled mental strength I saw the grief 
of being born in the hell and in animal kingdom; I was also born 
again and again among humans and gods; whatever I experienced 
L think was misery alone.’ The adorable Avatya said: ‘If that is 
your view, then tell me: Why have you treated even the bliss of 
satisfaction which you obtained by having the nature under your 
control, as nothing but grief?’ The great Jaigi$avya replied: ‘This 
bliss of satisfaction is said to be great only with reference to 
the comforts of worldly objects; but when compared to the bliss 
of kaivalya (aloofness), it is nothing but misery’. 

Kaivalya is of the form of establishing the original nature 
(of the self). The real form of the self is consciousness devoid of 
any quality. Therefore the bliss of kaivalya cannot be treated as 
a quality. Hence the above explanation holds good only when it is 
taken as essentially blissful. Because of the same considerations, 
it is the same even in the Samkhya school. So we hold that accord¬ 
ing to both Samkhya and Yoga, Puru$a is essentially of the triple 
form of existence-knowledge-bliss. 

By the above aphorism “Though destroyed for him whose goal 
has been attained...” etc., it is meant that due to the perception 
of the man who has attained his goal, there is no non-perception 
in his case. As a result, his mahat (intellect) etc. get destroyed. 
That the root “nas” (in the word nasa) means invisibility, 
has already been pointed out. Mahat etc., are in other words 
stated to be illusory because they are seen and destroyed. Being 
seen and lost is what is called illusion. Or illusory character 
can be described even by the reason of ‘being seen’ as in the case 
of shell-silver. Or illusory nature can also be established by reason 
of a thing becoming extinct through mere perception. This 
distinction is well known in our practical experience. Objects 
like the pot which can be destroyed through an act are accepted 
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as real. Pot and the like can be destroyed by a blow with the club 
and the like, but not through mere knowledge. But those features 
which cease to exist through the means of knowledge alone like 
the ‘City of Gandharvas’ and the shell-silver, are accepted as illu¬ 
sory. Since it is said that through right knowledge and perception, 
the contact between the seer and the seen and its effects like the 
mahat (intellect) are destroyed, it comes to mean that they are 
also illusory like the silver in the nacre and the City of Gandhar¬ 
vas, destructible as they are through knowledge alone. Moreover 
in the above sutra “Though destroyed for him” etc., it is stated 
that the world which is of the form of matter and its effects is not 
seen by the released soul and that it is seen by other bound souls; 
this forms the reason by which their illusory character can be proved. 
The case is analogous with shell-silver etc. being seen by a man 
with some defect and their not being seen by another man, so much 
so that they are illusory. Were they real like pot etc., they 
would be seen by all. Therefore we consider that according to 
the Samkhya and Yoga schools both nature and its evolutes are 
illusory. So the import of both these systems is Advaita in its 
fullest sense. 

Now I shall examine the view of the Naiyayikas. They 
hold that the Highest Good is attained through correct know¬ 
ledge. It is true that right knowledge and the Highest Good differ 
according to the sciences or the vidyas (learning). By right know¬ 
ledge is meant the knowledge of the means like the new and full- 
moon sacrifices mentioned in the Vedas; attainment of the heaven 
is the highest good. For the Naiyayikas attainment of the final 
release is the highest good, preceded by a knowledge of the reality. 
Final release (apavarga) has been explained in the aphorism7 
“Absolute freedom from the aforesaid pain etc. is Final Release.” 
The word “aforesaid” (tat) used in this sutra refers to pain 
and its cause etc. mentioned in the previous aphorism, viz.,8 “When 
connected with annoyance, it is pain.” Final Release is the 
absolute freedom from pain, birth etc. Freedom from pain is 
possible in the final cosmic dissolution also. But that is not 
final release because there is a chance of its recurrence at the 
time of rebirth. Therefore final release is described as the absolute 
cessation of pain or misery. By the word ‘absolute* is meant 
the cessation of the present birth and the non-commencement 
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of another birth. So the final conclusion is that mok§a is the 
absolute cessation of the nine qualities of the self viz., intelligence, 
pleasure, pain, desire, hatred, volition, dharma (righteousness), 
adharma and the latent impressions; or it could be a 
destruction of the twentyone types of misery which are ob 
tained by adding up the six sense-organs, six objects of these 
organs, six aspects of the mind, pleasure and pain and then the 
body. That the Highest Good is obtained through a right know¬ 
ledge of the truth has been put into an aphorism thus: ““There 
is cessation of each member of the following series—pain, birth, 
activity, defect and wrong notion—the cessation of that which 
follows bringing about the annihilation of that which precedes 
it; and this ultimately leads to the Highest Good.” This is the 
aphorism of Ak§apada (Gautama). Knowledge of the real 
removes illusory knowledge. Illusory knowledge is of several 
types: that there is no self; that the body etc. which are different 
from the self, are themselves the self; that grief itself is pleasure; 
that the non-eternal is eternal; that there is no karma (act) and no 
result of it; that there is no cause for birth; and that there is no 
cause for the cessation of birth. This illusory knowledge would come 
to an end through a knowledge of the real. When the illusory 
knowledge gets removed, attachment (raga) and hatred (dve§a) 
also get lost. When both raga and dve§a, the evils are extinct, 
dharma and adharma which are responsible for the above, and 
which are referred to as “pravrtti” (activity) also get cancelled. 
When both dharma and adharma are removed, birth, which is 
their cause, also stops. When there is no birth, there will be no 
misery also because misery is caused by the contact with a physical 
body. Thus it is stated: 10“There is no getting rid of pleasure 
and pain in the case of a man possessing a physical body; pleasure 
and pain do not affect one without a physical body”. Real know¬ 
ledge is of this form: that the self exists; that which is other than the 
self is the not-self; this right knowledge is the opposite of the 
illusory knowledge referred to above. It is of several forms too. 
Real knowledge lies in a proper understanding of the things as they 
stand. Self is eternal and distinct from body, senses etc. Pleasure 
and pain are not natural to it but they are transitory (adventitious). 
When the existing facts are thus assessed, the aforesaid varieties 
of illusory knowledge get annihilated. A man first understands 
Ihe subject (prameya) through scripture. Then he will clear himself 
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of the doubts through the syllogistic method mentioned in the 
science of logic. Thereafter he will cogitate on the reality. As he 
cogitates thus, he will have a firm and direct perception concern¬ 
ing the reality through the contact of the self and mind, associated 
with a sense of dharma derived from concentration. The deep- 
rooted real knowledge which consists in realising that all the three 
means of knowledge —scripture, inference and perception are 
liable to destruction (conglomeration) ultimately, puts an 
end to the illusory knowledge along with its impressions. When 
it is thus destroyed, misery will cease absolutely as mentioned in 
the aphorism. This is the view of the Naiyayikas. 

It must be accepted that in the state of release according to 
the logicians, no object other than the self of the form of existence 
shines forth because in that state, body, senses etc. which are the 
cause for the cognition of those objects, will not be present. Since 
a cognitive knowledge depends upon the means of cognition and 
since for the released soul no second object shines forth due to the 
absence of any means of cognition, it means that non-duality alone 
prevails. The logicians accept pleasure or bliss also in that state 
even as they accept the cessation of misery. Thus the commentator 
on the Nyayasutras observes: 11“If that is so, whether the man (free 
from desire) does or does not really obtain eternal pleasure, in either 
case, there is no doubt as to his attaining Final Release”. This 
point was clarified by the author of Tika, Vacaspatimisra thus: 
^“Thus when a man desirous of release acts through disinterested¬ 
ness, and if after release he attains eternal bliss,let him; or let him 
not. In both the cases there is no doubt abou this attaining the 
release; that means it is beyond all doubt”. It is proper to under¬ 
stand here that the intention of the commentator onNyayasutra is 
that eternal bliss as stated in the Upani$ads alone constitutes the 
human end. An unknown type of bliss cannot be taken as a 
human end; since in the state of release there is no instrument for 
knowledge like the body, manifestation has to be explained as due 
to its own self. So it comes to mean that mok$a is of the form of 
eternal consciousness also. That there is realisation of bliss in the 
state of release isaccepted by the Naiyayikas. This is what Madha 
vacarya means when he says: 13“In the system of Ak$apada 
(Gautama), i.e., Nyaya, release is associated with an awareness of 
the bliss”. 
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Both Naiyayikas and Vaise$ikas have advanced reasonings 
in proving the oneness of the self. They accepted ether as 
one and all-pervasive, and explained the sense of hearing as ether 
delimited by the cavity of the ear. If ether is one, then all people 
should hear all sounds at the same time; this doubt 
has been answered with reference to different adjuncts. Time 
which is one and all-pervasive is also shown to have different 
terminology like k$ana, due to upadhis. Thus even though direc¬ 
tion (space) is one, the talk about east etc. is justified with reference 
to delimiting agents. In the same way, though the soul is unitary, 
the difference in the experiences of pleasure and pain can easily 
be explained with the help of delimiting factor like mind. 
Therefore the oneness of the self which has been understood through 
Srutis cannot be sublated by perception and other poor (weak) 
means which can be compared to a rotten pumkin. If the Naiya¬ 
yikas said that the.e are many souls, it was for argument’s sake. 
Udayanacarya, the crest-jewel of all Naiyayikas says in his Atma- 

tattvaviveka that Goddess of victory shines supreme in the theory 
of oneness of the soul alone: 

14“The mind cannot have any function (change of form) if 
there were no distinctions in the cognisable objects. There is 
victory in the doctrine of the Vedas which is more powerful and 
which is capable of sublating the former. If this were not so and 
if this non-eternal world which we see were itself the reality, 
then what necessity was there for the school of Buddha?” 

Saying so, he clarified that Advaita alone is the crest-jewel of 
all schools. This is the meaning: We cannot accept knowledge as 
an entity if we deny the object which differs from it. This is so be¬ 
cause there is practical experience regarding objects as distinct 
from knowledge. If we deny the object, contradiction alone sets 
in. But when knowledge that sublates the visible objects obtained 
through listening to the Vedantas and thinking over their meaning 
gets stronger, there is goddess of victory on the side of the Vedic 
doctrine—i.e., in the Vedanta system, which is more powerful than 
other systems. That factor by whose direct realisation other objects 
get sublated, is to be understood as the eternal, non-dual form of the 

self which is self-manifest and which continues in the state of 
release. There is nothing to sublate this because he who denies it is 
himself the self, a witness to all experience. If strong knowledge 
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does not arise due to the non-fruition of listening etc.,- then 
the logicians can state that the visible entities are real tentatively 
so long as the practical experience lasts. Then the school of 
Buddha which disproves it (practical reality of objects) would 
have no scope whatsoever. Thus we see that the intention of 
Udayanacarya in declaring that the Goddess of Victory is on 
the side of the Vedic doctrine, lies in the doctrine of Advaita only. 

Even the great logician Raghunatha Bhattacarya has made 
it clear that Advaita alone is his import by making the following 
invocation in his compositions: 

ls“Om! Salutations to the supreme self which is whole, 
of the form of undivided knowledge and bliss and which covers 
(permeates) all the beings.” 

In the above verse the word “akhan<ja-ananda-bodha” (un¬ 
divided knowledge and bliss) used as an adjective to the supreme 
self should be taken as a Karmadharaya compound only according 
to the nyaya (interpretative rule) of the Ni§adasthapati-section 
(of the Purvamimamsa). Thus it means that the supreme self 
is one who is Consciousness and Bliss that is undivided. 
It thus culminates in Brahman which is existence-consciousness- 
and bliss,bereft of all distinctions. Even the author of Tattva- 
cintamani states in his invocatory stanza thus: 18“The Lord 
though beyond the three gunas is still associated with them.” By 
this he teaches that the qualitiness Brahman alone is the highest 
reality. Though non-duality alone is the ultimate and real inten¬ 
tion, keeping the less-qualified persons alone in mind the science 
of logic has been introduced so that they may be equipped with 
skill of logic necessary to refute others’ views. This is the case even 
with the Vaise§ikas. 

Even the Purvamimamsa system operates only for the sake of 
the less qualified aspirants who have not developed vairagya 
(disinterestedness). This system does not deny or refute the import 
of srutis in the Advaita. The Mimathsakas have shown their 
full consent regarding Advaita. In the Mimathsa, the validity 
of Vedas is established after refuting the Buddhists who deny it. 
Unless a permanent and abiding agent and enjoyer in the form of 
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self is accepted as different from the body, no man with common- 
sense would undertake sacrificial performances with a view to 
attain heaven etc. in the hereafter. So the self of such a description 
has been proved to exist after refuting the Carvaka, Bauddha and 
other systems. Principles of interpretation helpful to decide the 
meaning of Vedas have been enunciated. The main purpose of 
introducing MImamsa is to encourage men in the performance 
of rites through the explanation of Vedic texts. The description 
oft he self as laid down in the Upani§ads as a non-agent and 
non-enjoyer will contradict the undertaking of performance of 
rites. By propounding such a self no benefit can accrue to 
the aspirants who have not developed any vairagya for worldly 
affairs. The great Sankara says thus: 17“In so far as the rites 
laid down in the scriptures are concerned, without the knowledge 
of the connection between himself and the other world no man tries 
to do any work deliberately. Yet, a knowledge of the self which 
is to be attained through the Upani$ads, which is bereft of hunger 
and such other qualities, and which is free from the distinctions 
of being a brahman, a k§atriya and the like, and which is devoid 
of the worldly existence, cannot be made a pre-condition or an 
eligibility for one to inquire into the Brahman; such a condition 
is of no help and on the other hand it undermines the required 
eligibility.” 

Kumarilabhatta observes at the end of the atmavada in his 
Slokavartika: 18“The commentator has stated through reasoning 
that the soul does exist; this was with a view to deny the theory 
of the non-existence of the soul. This knowledge (of the oneness 
of the self) gets stronger byresorting to a study of the Upani$ads.” 

By saying so he only means that the ultimate intention of his 
sastra lies only in the Upani§adic texts which speak of the Brahman 
characterised by existence-knowledge-infinity-bliss. Commenting 
on Sahara's remark Prabhakaramisra states thus in the Brhatl: 
19“As regards the conclusion arrived at by the knowers of the 
Brahman—that which is seen is not the truth; and that which is 
not seen is the truth; we prostrate before them. We should not 
answer before the learned. As regards the statement that the 
feelings of T and of ‘mine’ are wrongly found in the 
not-self through superimposition, it applies only to those 
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who have put out the passions, but not to men given to work or 
acts. So says the adorable Dvaipayana in the section of Rahasya 
(secret message): 20‘The wise should not confuse the minds of 
the ignorant who are devoted to the path of action.’ So the 
commentator has not gone into details here in accordance with 
the instruction of the Lord but not due to ignorance.” In saying 
so Prabhakara makes it abundantly clear beyond any speck of 
doubt that the intention of the commentator (i.e., Sahara) is in Ad- 
vaita, and that the treatises operate keeping in view only the less 
qualified people who are under the influence of passions. 
Bhavanatha who follows the Prabhakarasalso states: 21“Or, it could 
be stated that the Vedantas do not become a single treatise along 
with the Injunctions (i.e., the Purvamimathsa). Because the 
aphorism ‘athato brahmajijnasa’ (Then therefore the inquiry 
into Brahman) opens a new treatise itself.” 

Kumarilabhatta in the Tantravartika, vyakarana-section, 
showed that the fruit of the knowledge of the self which is inde¬ 
pendent, constitutes the attainment of the Brahman. He states 
thus: 22“The knowledge of the self without attributes laid down 
in the £rutis such as ‘one should meditate on the self,’ culminates 
in the Highest Good because the passage: ‘Such a person conduct¬ 
ing himself like that so long as he lives, reaches the world of the 
Brahman and thence he never returns’, speaks of the result 
consisting of attaining the highest self with no return to the worldly 
life.” Bhatta Somesvara comments on this vartika thus: 28‘‘The 
word parama is used here in the sense of having no adjuncts. The 
self that is without any delimiting agent is itself called Brahman 
because He is the cause of the enjoyment of the highest bliss; it 
is also known by the expression ‘loka’ (world) and as such is re¬ 
ferred to in the sruti quoted above as “brahmaloka” forming 
the Karmadharaya compound. The above sruti is quoted to show 
that the attainment of such a condition is free from 
decay because there are no adjuncts and association with worldly 
existence in it; the self remains then in its original condition. 
‘Attainment of the highest’ is the explanation for the word ‘brahma- 
lokaprapti’. Once obtained, there being no binding acts, 
there is the attainment of non-return and it is repeated by the 
expression ‘na sa punar avartate’ (and he does not return again). 
Thisr epetition shows that this non-return is not a separate fruit. 
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He further states that in such a condition there is no enjoyment 
of pleasure which can be traced to extraneous factors and which 
ist hus produced: 

24“If mok$a is supposed to be consisting of the enjoyment 
of happiness, then in other words it will be same as heaven which 
consequently perishes. That which is due to a cause is never seen 
to be imperishable.” 

It cannot be maintained that one’s natural bliss shines forth 
in such a state. If it were so, then it must shine forth even 
in the transmigratory condition. We cannot accept it to be so 
(the latter view) since our experience is otherwise. It may be 
argued that the natural bliss is not manifest in release due to some 
other overpowering agent. But it can be said in reply 
that when it shines there is no scope of any agent obscuring it. 
Still the manifestation of one’s natural bliss is said to be 
non-existent since it is associated with the worldly miseries 
like the light thrown by a lamp kept in a windy place. It is easy 
to explain that in release one attains the natural bliss like the 
light of a lamp kept in a place where there is no air. Thus they 
say: 

“The self is never devoid of (or given up by) its own natural 
consciousness, bliss, eternality, all-pervasiveness and such other 
features.” 

By this it is clear that right knowledge is the knowledge 
concerning the self that it is of the form of the Brahman which is 
neither the agent nor the enjoyer nor is transmigratory. The result 
of such a knowledge is the attainment of Brahman which is none 
other than the self characterised by existence-consciousness- 
infinity-bliss, obtained through a removal of the veil. Knowledge 
of the self by itself produces the result, independently. The 
latent impressions of the self accompanied by the acts cannot 
produce the result. Man has to carry on his duties till knowledge 
dawns. Once the knowledge arises acts need not be performed. 
Thus great Mimamsakas like Kumarila and Prabhakara have 
clearly established Advaita. 
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Even for the Saivites Advaita alone is the ultimate intention. 
Thus they conclude that release is the experience of the bliss of 
Siva by becoming one with Siva. These are the authoritative 
statements:— 

26“One should with a mind free from all distinctions meditate 
thus: I am the Brahman; the omnipresent; all-soul; facing all 
directions; full ofreality; incomprehensible; above all other entities; 
one that has passed all truth; free from (beyond) speech, mind and 
name. I am knowledge devoid of parts, eternal, unshakable, 
immutable, diflferenceless, indemonstrable, bereft of cause and illus¬ 
tration; free from indicatory marks, imperishable, peaceful, percei¬ 
vable beyond the ordinary objects; unthinkable; free from doubt. 
There is no doubt about this. I alone am the highest lord, Siva (aus¬ 
picious), of the form of all mantras (sacred formulae); I am also 
beyond all mantras and devoid of creation and dissolution; This 
entire universe of movable and immovable as also seen and unseen 
things is pervaded by me; I alone am the lord of the universe; 
everything else originates in me; The entire universe of several 
forms and divisions beginning from that of Siva and ending with 
earth is also located in me; Whatever is seen or heard of in 
this universe is pervaded by me both from within and without. 
He who out of delusion thinks that he is the self and that Siva 
is different from him as the supreme self, will not attain Siva-hood. 
One should get rid of the feeling that one is different from Siva. 
One should always think of the non-duality thus—“He who is 
Siva is same as I”. By constant remembrance of the non-duality 
and by always remaining in his own self, a man sees the Omni¬ 
present in all the bodies. There is no doubt in this regard. For 
such an ascetic given to constant thought of the one soul, without 
any distinctions, omniscience will set in. He who is spoken of 
in all the Vedas as the inborn and as the Lord, the soul devoid 
of body and without any qualities, is same as I. There is nc 
doubt in this. When he does not know the truth he is called 
pasu (the bound self) , undergoing the process of creation. Bu 
after realising the truth he becomes, without a doubt, the eterna 
and pure Siva.” 

The essential definition of Siva is His being the Bliss o 
pure unexcelled self-manifest knowledge. His performing th 
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fivefold acts viz., creation, maintenance, destiuction, hiding (or 
covering) and showing grace is the secondary definition. There 
is no difficulty in explaining His immutability because He is said 
to create etc., qualified by his sakti - power. Since the maya 

which forms an attribute alone undergoes change, He who is 
qualified by it can be referred to as the creator etc. Through the 
Vedanta text “that from which these beings are born”, we can 
show that He is the material cause. The fifth case indicates His 
being the material cause in the form of prakrti (primordial 
matter). He forms the instrumental cause too since he possesses 
the desire to act which is helpful forth ep roduction of an 
effect. The individual soul is also existence-knowledge-bliss 
in nature. He gets release by the direct perception of his non¬ 
difference from (identity with) the Highest Lord within his own 
self. The acts laid down in the Vedas, Srutis and Agamas help 
produce knowledge. There is slight difference between them 
as between light and its substratum; still they both are one. This 
unity exists even in the worldly existence. Being covered then, 
it becomes manifest in the state of release. It is like the fire 
existing as identical with the block of wood (that produces fire) 
in a latent form, becoming manifest by churning. The Saivites 
hold the view that the individual self though self-manifest, con¬ 
scious and blissful by nature, experiences the bliss of Siva as 
not distinct from himself. That knowledge alone is the means 
of release, that ignorance is the veil, that knowledge removes 
it, and that in the state of release bondage which is the reversal 
of self-manifest pleasure is absent, is acceptable to the Vedantins 
too. Since the veil and its effects are removed by knowledge 
alone, they are illusory, though not explicitly stated so. Thus 
we know that the intention of Saivites also lies in the non-duality 
of the self (Advaita). 

Those who know the truth about the mantras (secret 
formulae) also resort to Advaita as the highest truth. Let 
us now take up the well-known pancak$aramantra “Namah 
Sivaya” (salutation to Siva). The expression ‘namah’ is 
not one word. There are two words in it—“na” and 
“ma”. The word “ma” refers to the individual self. The word 
“na” denies the nature of individuality (jivatva) superimposed on it. 
Thus, when by both the words ‘na’ and ‘ma’, jlva-hood is denied, 
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the word in juxtaposition viz., “Sivaya” points to the unity with 
Brahman, the most Auspicious. In the expression “yupaya 
daru” (wood for the sacrificial pillar), it i> accepted that the fourth 
case conveys the sense of “original substance” and “identity”. 
So, like a Mahavakya, the Pancak§ara-mantra also speaks 
about the Brahman free from all distinctions. Other interpre¬ 
tations for this mantra can be found in the commentary on it by 
Padmapadacarya. Cultured and learned persons accept that all 
great mantras have their import in Brahman without a second. 

Those who follow the Sakta school also hold Advaita as the 
ultimate truth. That is why all the seed-letters end in the bindu. 

Bindu is the material cause for all factors. It is said— 

26“That adjunct of §iva, in which the aforesaid differences 
like lay a take place is to be known as bindu." 

This is so because though the delimiting agent viz., sakti of 
the Lord undergoes real change, 3iva undergoes only an apparent 
transformation. &va who is described by the Vedantins as 
Brahman devoid of qualities and changes, is Himself known 
as Bindu. He alone is the connotation of the Bindu which is 
pronounced at the end of the seed-letters (bijak$aras). It is 
thus clear that these bijak§aras ultimately refer to the pure Brahman. 

Let us examine the syllable“AIM” (^;) for example. ‘A’(st) is 
the first letter of the Rgveda. T (^) is the opening letter of the 
Yajurveda. ‘E (q)’ is the result of joining ‘A’ and T («t, f). When 
again ‘A’ (at) is added to E (q), ‘AT (§) is obtained. This 
syllable AI (if) represents all the three Vedas. The existent- 
sentient-blissful and non-dual Brahman alone is the final import 
of the Vedic triad, as stated by the sruti-text: 27“That abode 
which all the Vedas speak about”. The bindu (dot) pronounced 
after the letter ‘AI’ ($) refers to this fact. Thus is it is possible 
to understand that all the other seed letters (bijak§aras) 
ultimately refer to the Brahman. The following expressions 
also prove that the £akta-religious texts have their import in 
Advaita alone: “She who is the substratum for the illusory 
world,” “She who is essentially one with the Brahman,” 
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“The one without distinctions,” “She who destroys difference” 
and “One should meditate upon the Supreme Goddess thus—I 
am She.” 

Even the Science of Grammar culminates in the Brahman 
without a second. The adorable Panini composed the apho¬ 
rism: “Vrddhiradaic” (a, ai and au are called Vrddhi-letters). The 
proper way is, to use the word vrddhi which is secondary, after 
the primary word as is done in the following sutra “adengunah” 
(a, e and o are called guna-letters). Still, in using the word 
Vfddhi in the beginning itself, Panini has this specific point in 
view—the word Vrddhi which is devoid of delimiting factors 
like context and contiguous words, reminds one of that entity 
which is free from three types of conditions—space, time and 
objects. Such an entity is Brahman alone, the most Auspicious. 
For this purpose Brahman is necessarily to be thought of. 

By this an auspicious beginning is made in the treatise. It 
means that the highest benefit of studying the sastra is Brahman 
alone. One who is thorough with Brahman in the form of 
the word alone can attain the Highest Brahman. That is why 
the adorable commentator Patanjali observes thus—28“How 
then the expression ‘Vrddhir adaic’? Let this one thing done by 
the preceptor (Panini) for the sake of auspiciousness be admitted. 
The celebrated preceptor uses the word ‘Vrddhi’ in the beginning 
of his great work for the sake of auspiciousness. Because works 
having an invocation in the beginning become popular; those 
who write them will have valorous and long-living children; those 
who study them also will be associated with prosperity.” Though 
the purpose of invocation could have been served by using “atha’, 
Panini used the word Vrddhi to point out the purpose of 
his treatise. The substantive can be indicated by an adjective 
also, as in “that which is Big is Immortality”. Katyayana the 
author of the Vartika also used the word siddha (eternal) at the 
beginning of his work thus “Siddhe sabdarthasambandhe” (the 
relation of word and its meaning is eternal). The meaning of the 
word “siddha” is Brahman which is immutable and eternal. 
It is not used in any other sense. Among other things some are 
subject to change though eternal; others are produced. 
By using the word “siddha” at the beginning of his work he thinks 
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of the most auspicious Brahman and commences his work with an 
invocation. Thereby he indicates the purpose of his work also. 
That is why the commentator says: ““The celebrated 
preceptor uses the word ‘siddha’ at the beginning of his great 
composition for the sake of invocation.” The final aphorism 
of the A§tadhyayi (of Panini) is “a a”. The letter “a” speaks 
of Brahman without any attributes. Nandikesvara the commen¬ 
tator on the Mahesvara sutras says: “The letter ‘a’ is a symbol 
of the Brahman which is found in all objects without any attribute.” 
Thus he showed that the attributeless Brahman which runs through 
all objects of creation alone is the connotation of the letter “a”. 
The repetition of the letter “a” indicates its being the final import. 
Bhatta Nagesa Upadhyaya commenting on the Pradlpa (com¬ 
mentary by Kaiyata) on Patanjali’s bha§ya on the sutra “a a,” 
observes: Thus the author of the aphorisms (Panini) by uttering 
the letter “a” twice which is symbolic of Vi$nu (the all-pervasive 
One), has done an auspicious invocation in the form of recollecting 
Vi$nu devoutly. Further the letter “a” is the source of all sounds 
according to the sruti: 31“The letter “a” alone is entire speech; it 
alone takes many forms being manifested by sparsas, u§mans, etc.” 
Therefore on the authority of the statement that “a is Brahman”, 
an excellent invocation is made here by making the Sabda-Brahman 
audible. Even the Vartikakara has made an invocation by using 
the word siddha thus: ‘This has been established (siddha) by the 
great teacher Paijini”. Patanjali also remarks: “This is used as an 
ekase$a (where only one term remains). An auspicious conclusion 
is made by the expression “a a”. Thus it is implied that all pros¬ 
perity (attainment of all human ends) is vouchsafed for those who 
study and expound grammar. Thus it is said— 

‘This is the first step in the flight of steps leading to prosperity 
and success; this is the royal road straight and bright for those 
who want to be released’. 

Thus all success is established”. 

The adorable Hari (Bhartrhari) says thus— 

“The immutable Brahman without beginning and end and 
which is the sum and substance of all sound, changes apparently 
as objects (artha) from vhich the entire world starts functioning”. 
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By this he has clarified that the non-duality of Brahman 

alone is the ultimate reality and that the entire world of objects 

(perceived) is its apparent change. He has summarised the 

meaning of the sruti: ^“That is the Bhuman (the Biggest), 

attaining which nothing else is seen, nothing is heard and 

nothing else is understood”, in the following: 

32“Those who know the Vedantas affirm the reality of that 

entity where the seer, the seen and the act of seeing are all 

superimposed”. 

That Brahman is the universal generality has been shown in 

the following: 

34“Existence which differs from animal to animal (as in cows) 

by virtue of the difference in its association, is called Gems (jati); 

all words are based upon it. That alone is referred to as the 

meaning of the stem and verbal root. That is the eternal 

and supreme self. The terms ‘atala’ etc. refer to it. 

Helaraja comments on this thus: 35“Existence aloie is the 

supreme self in which distinctions are posited due to the relations 

with the entities forming the substrata. Cowness does not really exist 

as a separate entity differing from the animal cow a; held by 

the Naiyayikas. The so-called “cowness” is nothing but the 

existence of the cow. All words like “cow” refer to it. That 

alone is the meaning of the stem and the verbal root. It is free 

from origination and destruction. The entire world is its 

apparent transformation. Existence unlimited by space, time and 

other objects alone is the supreme self”. 

The above statement of Bhartrhari is from the viev point of 

Vajapyayanacarya who accepts genus (jati) as an entity [category). 

Bhartrhari himself says as follows from the view point of Vyadin 

who accepts the individual as a category: 

36“A real object is understood through untrje objects 

which have the appearance of the real. By words wlich act as 

the unreal adjuncts, truth alone is expressed. It is like the house 

of Devadatta being pointed out with the help of at unsteady 
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cause (upalak§ana); The word ‘house’ (grha) indicates mere 

Brahman.” 

By this it is clear that Brahman alone is the connotation of 

all words. Commenting on the Vartika 37 “Siddhe sabdarthasam- 

bandhe” Patanjali states that ^“the object alone is real” by which 

he implies that Brahman delimited by unreal adjuncts alone 

is the Real Entity forming the connotation of all words. The 

following Karika of Bhartrhari: 3944It is known from elders that 

there is no difference as truth and untruth. Without proper 

enquiry, people think of truth itself as untruth”, is introduced 

and explained thus: “In this Advaita school there are no two 

things like reality and unreality. Truth is one and non-dual. 

But that does not shine forth in its original form for different 

cognisers (knowers) because of its association with their begin¬ 

ningless nescience. Thus it is referred to as having several 

alternatives and distinctions. That (non-dual reality) alone shines 

forth as having different aspects because of the difference 

in the external forms. There is nothing else. Philosophers 

belonging to the systems expounding difference see the non¬ 

dual reality without proper examination and arrive at the untruth 

which is in the form of duality. All the systems of philosophy 

consummate in the one Brahman when through a proper enquiry, 

nescience is destroyed. That Brahman alone forms the original 

source of all things is illustrated as follows: 

"“When the external modification is removed in an earring, 

gold alone remains as the truth. Likewise, that which is free from 

all modification is known as the basic truth.” 

When the immutable highest Brahman constituting Existence- 

Consciousness-Bliss Absolute, is understood as not differing from 

the inner self, beginningless nescience gets removed. Then the 

Highest Good, viz., remaining identical with the Brahman will be 

the result. This is the conclusion of the Paninian system, accord¬ 

ing to Madhavacarya. 4l“Maskara and Maskarin are used in the 

sense of bamboo and monk respectively”, is an aphorism of 

Pajiini. It is commented thus—“How is the word maskarin, 

meaning monk, derived? It is obtained by adding the suffix ’inin' 

in the sense of possession, i.e., one who possesses a maskara is 
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a maskarin. No, the word maskarin, meaning a monk should 

not be explained as one who possesses a maskara. Then how 

to explain it? Maskarin a monk, is one who says: “Did not 

perform acts; did not perform acts; calmness contributes to your 

welfare.” 

Commenting on this, Kaiyata says—“This man did not per¬ 

form acts; this man did not perform acts. Taking this as the 

starting point, he who advises others that peaceful avoidance of 

acts leading to desired objects (kdmya karman) will bring in the 

highest good for them is called a maskarin. Nagesa Bhatta 

comments on this—, “He who gives up all acts, first saying to 

his own self ‘this man stopped performing acts; this man 

stopped performing acts’ and then advises others.” The word ‘acts’ 

used in the commentary refers to all acts since there is no 

reason why its meaning should be restricted.’4 

Also says the Lord thus— 42“For the sage desirous of 

attaining to yoga (concentration), activity forms the cause; but 

once he has attained yoga, calmness (sama) (or tranquillity) is 

said to be the cause.” 

The giving up of acts leads the monk to knowledge of the 

self. So we know that Panini held knowledge, but not action 

as the means of release. Thus the Paninian system (grammar) 

also has Advaita as its import. 

Question : If Brahman alone is real and if the world is 

illusory according to all philosophers (as you have tried to 

show), then why don’t they make it clear in their respective 

treatises? On the other hand they refute the theory of oneness! 

Answer : The reason lies in the fact that these treatises operate 

in accordance with the difference in qualification of their 

aspirants. If the illusory character of the world is taught to a 

man who is under the influence of a strong feeling that the world 

is real, he may get totally confused because for him such a thing 

is absurd. Thinking that perception and other means are more 

powerful, he may not believe in the Vedic passages and logical 

statements which prove the illusory character of the world. He 

will conclude that they are invalid. The statement that the 
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world is real is made (in treatises) on the rule of ‘sugar and tongue’ 

(a transitory feeling to be lost soon), so as to ward off the above 

possibility. The theory of plurality of souls has been stated for 

the sake of one who thinks that the distinction and law of distri¬ 

bution found in pleasure and pain understood through perception, 

cannot be accounted for even by accepting different limiting ad¬ 

juncts. In the science of logic, ether is all-pervasive, constituting 

the faculty of hearing. It may be asked why, then, all men do 

not hear all sounds. This was answered on the assumption of 

different adjuncts. Once the contradictory views are thus corrected 

by the assumption of different upadhis. it will be easy to teach 

the oneness of self. Many accept that in the state of release, 

the objects of perception do not appear. It is then easy to deduce 

the non-existence of those objects, by reason of their non-appea¬ 

rance, because existence is based upon cognition. Some think 

that common practice (vyavahara) is natural; others like Vedan- 

tins and Buddhists attribute it to upadhis. Difference in explana¬ 

tion is possible according to the eligibility (of the followers). 

Sruti texts enjoin the giving up of all acts on aspirants with de¬ 

tachment. Again they enjoin rites done with motive (Kamya 

karmari) on those who have not acquired detachment. Again they 

(srutis) ordain the obligatory (nitya) and occasioned (naimittika) 

rites on one who has withdrawn from the rites of motive, having 

understood their being the cause of bondage, so that his mind may 

get purified. Thus though the sruti-texts function in several ways 

with reference to the aspirants, their ultimate import lies in the 

oneness of self alone. The operation of different methods in 

accordance with different persons has been explained by Vyasa 

in the Sutasarhhita of Skandapurana: 

^“Therefore all paths (methods) are valid because of the 

grades in aspirants. There is no doubt about this. As regards 

the contradictory aspects of these systems such as the real 

nature of the supreme Ruler, cause of bondage, cause ol 

the world, release, knowledge etc., they must be examined in 

the light of the Vedanta. They are meant for the ignorant steeped 

in great illusion; but this distinction is not real. Like a man 

who can control a running cow by showing grass, the suprenn' 

Lord shows some desired but trivial object (to these ignorant 
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men) and will confer upon them the highest knowledge later, 
according to their maturity.” 

This is the idea—Samkhyas and Mimamsakas deny the 
Supreme Lord. The followers of Yoga school prove the existence 
of such a Lord. The followers of Gautama (Nyaya school) prove 
that Isvara is the eternal substratum of knowledge. The Samkhyas 
and Patanjalas (Yoga-followers) hold that non-discrimination 
between matter and spirit is the cause of worldly existence. They 
both state that release means remaining in one’s own real form, 
after annihilating the non-discrimination between matter and 
spirit, with the help of right knowledge. The Naiyayika says that 
release consists of the absolute destruction of the special qualities 
of the self. In this way there are differences of opinion among 
philosophers. Many philosophical systems have come into exis¬ 
tence with the hope that people deluded by beginningless nesci¬ 
ence may attain the highest good by following the way shown by 
the Vedas, and by attaining the required eligibility step by step and 
seeing that these different paths are prescribed according to their 
eligibility. We find that other methods are criticised in the 
treatises on philosophical systems. But this is on the rule that 
a deprecatory passage does not aim at deprecating something that 
deserves it; on the other hand its import lies in praising the thing 
ordained. So there is no intention to repudiate any particular 
school. Pu§padanta remarks: 

44“When different paths are open like the three Vedas, 
Sathkhya, Yoga, Pasupata and Vai§navism, according to individual 
Ust;s one is held to be the highest or another beneficial. O Lord! 
You are the ultimate goal for people who thus follow different 
paths—some straight and some circuitous, even as the ocean is 
the goal of waters (of all types).” 

Thus I have demonstrated in brief that many systems of thought 
have their import in the non-dual self. The equipment of four¬ 
fold means, viz., discrimination between the eternal and non- 
rlcrnal, disinterestedness in enjoyment here and in the hereafter, 
possessing the six requisites like inner control, and an intense 
ilcsire for release, is found only in a rare person (not 
in all). So says the Lord— 
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45“Among thousand men, one alone tries for perfection; 
even among many perfected souls that strive, only one knows 
me in reality.” 

It is true that direct realisation of the self takes place only 
in some rare aspirant with a pure mind, through hearing etc. of 
the Upani$ads. But one may doubt as to what benefit will accrue 
through the knowledge that the final import of all Darsanas is in 
the non-dual self of the form of Existence—Consciousness—and 
Bliss? This is the answer: The unification of Indians as a single 
society, stability and mutual affection are based upon this know¬ 
ledge of oneness (unity). Spiritual integration was achieved in 
our country by the adorable Sri Sankaracarya from Setu (in the 
South) upto the Himalayas (in the North) and from the Sindhu 
(in the West) upto Kamarupa (in the East) with great efforts 
which integration continues even todate. Like Sanskrit among 
languages, among constituents of spiritual knowledge, knowledge 
of the oneness of the self alone can achieve unity among the people. 
Advaita can bring in spiritual integration not only among Indian 
people but also among the peoples of other nations of the world. We 
find thus that in countries like China and Japan, there is unity and 
emotional integration congenial for the propagation of the Buddhist 
religion. To a world affected by love and hatred and torn by 
fights and feuds occurring now and then, and by attempts of men 
to overpower others, this knowledge of Advaita alone is the real 
panacea. When human beings are under the spell of hatred 
increasing day by day on the analogy of Sunda-Upasunda or 
like fish (bigger ones swallowing the smaller) due to mutual 
differences such as the rich and poor, strong and weak, 
dark-skinned and white-skinned, the dictated and the dictators 
and the well-equipped and ill-equipped; when the 
so-called politicians keep saying something irrelevant and attain 
their own selfish motives by inciting mutual animosity, hatred 
and dissatisfaction among people by making a mountain out 
of a mote; and when the political leaders of different countries 
are solely bent upon preparing specialised and ever new destruc 
tive arms capable of extirpating in a moment cities teeming wit It 
millions of people from a distance of several thousands of miles 
and when the whole of humanity is scared in its heart of hearts < til 
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this terrible prospect), nothing except the feeling of brotherhood and 
love can allay the fears. And this can be attained (only) through 
the sense of oneness. The world is shrinking very much due to 
the invention of many scientific and technological devices. Some 
powers of nature are brought under control. The more the control 
over natural powers the more distant the soul (knowledge) 
becomes. The farther the soul, the more rampant love and hatred 
are; and the world would be on the brink of disaster. The only 
means of averting it is the conviction of Advaita. Though men are 
able to attain all they want in life, plenty of money and food, many 
means of comforts, good accommodation, improved health and 
longevity, more knowledge through study in universities etc; 
how could (undue) love and hate be removed (from their hearts)? 
Even among equals, love and hatred are not altogether absent. 
These two insatiable (voracious) feelings from which strong attach¬ 
ment to body and the world results, form the main source of evil. 
Strong attachment to the body and the world presents itself 
in all ugliness everywhere in the world. So long as these two 
are not sublated by some wholesome notion (of unity), 
universal friendship and brotherhood remain mere slogans. 
Knowledge of the oneness of self alone is the immovable ele¬ 
phantine rock to be placed on these two feelings. Commenting on 
the siltra 4®“Every where; because there is taught what is known,” 
the adorable commentator Bhagavatpada (Sankara) explains 
the (Upani§adic) passage: 47“A11 this is Brahman; because 
it originates from that, merges in that and is sustained by that, 
one should meditate by becoming calm,” as follows—“since every¬ 
thing is Brahman alone, love and hatred do not occur; that is 
why a man should meditate with a calm mind.” It is understood 
that knowledge of oneness of self removes raga and dve§a and 
that it is asserted by the sruti-texts. When it is realised that all 
systems of religion though differing mutually in the practical 
world lead ultimately to the reality viz., Advaita, there won’t 
be any room for fighting among the followers of different schools. 
Then, seeing a man suffering, one feels oneself suffering and 
tries to alleviate his suffering. Thus it is easy to remove 
many misconceptions responsible for many ills. Philosophers 
(exponents of different systems) can only instruct about (im¬ 
part) Reality. But in carrying it out to fruition great 
preceptors like Bhagavatpada and emperors like Asoka, endowed 
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with wonderful powers and rare genius alone were successful. 
Still, other philosophers should try to inculcate in the disciples 
the above spirit (of oneness of self) to the best of their ability, 
first themselves experiencing that feeling of Advaita. I may remind 
you of the following wise statement of Bhagavatpada (Sankara) 

48“Among all men possessed of body, he alot16 really 
desirous of release, who spends every moment of hi$ hfe thus— 
while going, he thinks—I am a wave of the ocean of se^ while 
sitting, he imagines—I am a gem strewn on the thread of 
knowledge; while cognising sense-objects he feels'-1 am per¬ 
ceived due to the cognition of self; while lying down be thinks— 
I have dived deep and am staying inside the ocean 0? bliss”. 

This is the significance of this statement: Of ah embodied 
beings, he who, desirous of release spends his life in this manner, 
becomes established within. The Self is a mighty ocCan- Its waves 
are its aspects. They are inseparable from the o<fian, moving 
here and there like ocean itself. The individual self is 
also an integral part of the Brahman. So says the Smrti 
(Bhagavadgita)— 49“My own integral aspect has become an 
individual self in the world of beings”. While moving, one 
should think—“I am a wave of the ocean of self”. When seated, 
he should think of himself as a gem threaded on Knowledge or 
consciousness, running through all living beings, evefl as Sems are 
threaded together. The Gita states: 50“All this is threaded on 
me like a collection of gems threaded”. When son®1* ant* other 
objects of sense-organs are cognised, he should fc^ that he is 
cognised by the effulgence of the self. Consciousness 8ets reflected 
in the mental modification which goes out of sense‘or2ans an<* 
takes the form of objects. The meaning of the r0ot “jna” (to 
know”) is mental modification possessing a witi>ess,nS agent. 
Thus for instance, knowledge of sound means consciousness 
reflected in the mental modification which has talen the form 
of sound. So in other cognitions also. One shc11^ recognise 
(grasp) the self which is pure consciousness, leaviQg aside the 
modification (of mind) in the form of the obj^t- 61‘ It is 
known through awakening”, says the Kena Upa^^* While 
lying down, i.e. sleeping, one should feel “I an1 merged in 
the ocean of bliss”. 
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The sruti says— 

62“0 gentle one! When a man sleeps here, he becomes united 
with the sat (True); he is gone to his own self. Therefore they 
say he sleeps because he is gone to his own”. During deep sleep 
he experiences bliss of the real form of Brahman. That is why 
the statement that he should think of himself as merged in the 
sea of joy. This type of thinking (contemplation) does not require 
much effort. Likewise the following wise saying of Bhagavatpada 
is also to be considered: 53“This entire universe of name and form 
is a separated aggregate of the universal soul (Virat)- It moves 
because of the Lord who controls the vital airs within the body; 
again it knows all things. He who has knowledge and realisation 
to his credit, knows directly and behaves with constant recollec¬ 
tion of the highest self, that like the Sun, he is neither the agent 
of an action nor the enjoyer.‘ 

Knowledge obtained through texts (scriptures, treatises) is 
called ‘jnana’ and the experience or realisation is called ‘vijnana’ 
in the above verse. He who possesses these two, feels 
and behaves with constant remembrance of the Highest 
Being. All that is manifest is called Virat (universal soul). This 
world of name and form is the separated aggregate (vyajti) of that 
Virat. By knowing so, one becomes free from raga and dve$a. 
By vya$ti (aggregate-separate) are meant beings possessing hands, 
feet and other parts of body. This separated aggregate moves 
because of the consciousness in the form of individual self which 
is the master of the vital airs inside the body. In the same way 
he also knows all objects due to that (consciousness) reflected in 
the mental modifications. The sun, by removing the obstruction 
of darkness and facilitating the performance of different acts of 
living beings, forms the cause of those acts; still, by himself, he is 
neither the agent nor the enjoyer. In the same way, the individual 
self though responsible for the movement of the body possessed of 
sense- organs and vital breath, is neither the performer of any act, 
nor the enjoyer of any result thereof. He (the man referred to in 
the verse) realises the truth thus and lives in this world. This advice 
of the adorable Bhagavatpada should always be repeatedly 
remembered by all; because by doing so, though living in this 
world of endless misery, a man can become free from raga and 
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dve$a and lead a happy life without being affected by grief and 
illusion. 

I have been asked by the authorities of the Bhavan to deliver 
this year the two lectures which are being conducted every year 
in the sacred memory of the completion of eighty blessed years of 
Paramahamsa Pariviajakacarya His Holiness J§rl Candra- 
sekharendra Sarasvati Svamigal, the Head of the Kanchi Kamakoti 
Pitham, who is an embodiment of penance and who has advanced 
in (spiritual) knowledge. Though I know myself to be not equal to 
the task, I have undertaken this with the hope that by going 
through philosophical topics my mind may get purified. I think 
that in appointing me for this task, Sri Viswanatha Aiyar and 
other members of this Institute have no consideration other than 
their motiveless partiality to me. 

May the presiding deity of learning, with crescent of 
knowledge on the crest, help us out of the ocean of ignorance 
by dowering upon us the realisation of the non-dual self. 
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matter would 

inequality 

having nature 

about his 

pumpkin 

Vedanta texts 

qualitiless 

of the self 

This repetition 

is thus 

for the production 

Smrtis and Agamas 

Thus it is 



Professor Vallur Subrahmanya Sastri Kamachandra Sastri (born March 1903) 
comes of a family of Sastraic scholars of the traditional lore of India. He had 
his early training in Krishna Yajur V?ia and Sahitya under his illustrious father 
Mahamahopadhyaya Vedanta Ratna Subrahmanya Sastrigal, Shruti Sirobushan, 
Asthana Mahavidvan, Professor of Vedanta, Maharaja’s Sanskrit College, 
Mysore. He learnt Nyaya and Vedanta under His Holiness Sri Chandra Sekhara 
Bharati Swamigal of Sringeri and Purva Mimamsa from Mahamahopadhyaya 
Pazamaneri Vaidyanatha Sastrigal. His eminent scholarship in these subjects 
earned for him distinctions, prizes and gold medals in many all-India examinations 
early in his career. Later, honours like V1DYANIDKI, PANDITARAJA, 
VADASARDULA, V1DYAVACHASPAT1 and PAND1TARATNA poured on 
him from the f ankaracharyas of Sringeri and Dwaraka, from the Maharajas 
of Mysore and Cochin and from Academies of Sanskrit learning. He had the 
unique privilege of being appointed tutor to the present Jagadguru Sri Sankaracharya 
of Sringeri, His Holiness Sri Abhinava Vidyatirtha Swamigal, before His 
Holiness's ascension to the Peetha. 

Mr. Sastri has held high teaching posts. He was first a Reader in Philo¬ 
sophy in the Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi and then Principal of the 
Sanskrit Mahavidyalaya and later Reader in the Centre of Advanced Studies in 
Philosophy of that University. He was a Member of the Sanskrit Commission 
appointed by the Government of India in 1956. He also presided over the 
Pandita Parishad in the International Sanskrit Conference held at New Delhi in 
1972 and many other Conferences and Seminars. He has been the recipient of 
the President’s Award and Certificate of Honour. 

« 
Author of a number of books on classical Sanskrit lore and Editor of 

many others. Mr. Sastri was for many years Professor of Vedanta in the Sankara 
Mutt College in Banj. . ore. Even now, in his retirement, he is active in giving 
instruction and help to scholars and students who go to him to learn Vedanta 
and other allied subjects. 

In these lectures he shows that all the systems of Indian Philosophy, 
avaidic and vaidic, have an undercurrent of Advaitic thought and exhibit 
affinities to the attitudes, disciplines and the ideal of Advaita. He vindicates 
this thesis by illustrative quotations from the classics of the several systems 
the raison d’etre of their formulation being adhikaribheda and rucinam vaicitrva, 
qualificational and temperamental differences. 


